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ABORIGINAL 

STUDIES 
 

ARCHIE ROACH 
Geraldine Doogue talks to Australian 
singer-songwriter Archie Roach about his 
journey of survival and transformation. 
 
One of the Stolen Generations, Archie 
Roach survived a turbulent upbringing to 
develop into a powerful voice for 
Indigenous Australians. More recently he's 
experienced the death of his soul-mate 
Ruby Hunter, and two life-threatening 
illnesses. All have hit him hard. But he's 
transcended these crises emerging with a 
renewed spirit, love and joy for life, and a 
new album featuring Gospel music for the 
first time. 
 
Item no. : BZ07500009 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

ADVANCED 

CLINICAL SKILLS 
 

CLINICAL INTERVIEWING: 

INTAKE, ASSESSMENT & 

THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE 
By John Sommers-Flanagan, Rita 
Sommers-Flanagan 
 
How do you do an assessment, collect 
historical data, develop a treatment plan 
and create a warm working alliance with 
clients all in the first session? Learn from 
experts John and Rita Sommers-Flanagan 
how to quickly create the foundation for a 
successful therapy and engage clients 
collaboratively in the treatment process. 
 
Whether you're just starting out with 
clients or looking to expand your intake 
and assessment skills, this 
comprehensive video with John and Rita 
Sommers-Flanagan will guide you through 
the full assortment of clinical interviewing 
techniques. 
 
This video will help you gain confidence in 
both the science and the art of the clinical 
interview, and offer you the "foundation for 
intuition" that informs therapeutic 
assessment, intervention, and 
relationship-building skills. 
 
Skills, steps, and protocols are all covered 
here, with discussions of multicultural 
counseling, mental status examinations, 
and collaborative processes. You'll also 
see what not to do with a client, as part of 
a comical but cautionary demonstration on 
the pitfalls of directive interventions. For 
new and experienced clinicians alike, this 
comprehensive yet accessible video is a 
must-have in your toolkit. 
 
By watching this video, you will: 
� Identify interventions along a 

continuum of clinical listening 

responses, from basic to complex. 
� Understand the goals and steps of 

different clinical assessments and 
examinations. 

� Learn tools for establishing and 
deepening the therapeutic alliance 
during various types of clinical 
interventions. 

 
Item no. : TH07620447 
Format : Streaming (1 Year) 
Duration : 128 minutes 
Price : USD 210.00 
   
 
 

ALZHEIMER'S/DE

MENTIA CARE 
 

PERSON-CENTERED 

DEMENTIA CARE: STORIES 

AND EXAMPLES 
"Who is this person - without dementia? If 
we can tap into who this person is, we can 
help their adjustment, and the process that 
they go through." - from the DVD 
 
Through hands-on stories and examples, 
this chaptered DVD shows the positive 
impact of person-centered care. When 
caregivers meet persons with dementia 
"where they are" and find creative and 
engaging ways to connect with each 
individual, based on their needs and 
preferences, life is better for both residents 
and staff. 
 
The DVD includes the case study of Elaine, 
a resident who, for extended periods of 
time, attempts to leave the facility and go 
home. By pinpointing the importance of 
knowing the resident, it shows how her 
"exit-seeking" behavior is addressed and 
managed in the context of who she is and 
what she needs at that particular time. 
 
The DVD also shows how to make life 
richer for the residents who have dementia 
by 
 
� personalizing their dining experience 
� encouraging use of remaining abilities 
� engaging them in creative activities 
 
Item no. : RK01370367 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 29 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 89.00 
   
 
 

AMERICAN 

HISTORY 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - FLYING 

MACHINES 
Unravels the myths surrounding America's 
crowning achievement of 1969: the Apollo 
11 lunar landing. The program also 
exposes the truth about the secret 
capabilities of Air Force One. 
 

Item no. : PL07983595 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287687 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - FOUNDING 

FATHERS 
Investigates the truth behind America's 
early years by tracing the history of Paul 
Revere's midnight ride, the presidential 
succession, and the formation of the 
United States Constitution. The 
presentation uncovers the myths 
surrounding the legendary stories of our 
nation's birth. 
 
Item no. : AN07983596 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287694 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - PILGRIMS AND 

WITCHES 
Showcases the myths and legends 
surrounding America's favorite stories: the 
journey of the Mayflower, the first 
Thanksgiving, and the Salem witch trials. 
The program looks into the real history 
behind the events, and unearths hidden 
truths long forgotten. NOTE: This program 
contains content that may be disturbing to 
some viewers. Please preview before 
sharing in class. 
 
Item no. : ZH07983597 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287670 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - PRESIDENTIAL 

CONSPIRACIES 
Unravels the truths behind presidential 
conspiracies that have developed over the 
past one hundred years. The program 
discusses President Roosevelt's illness, 
the New Deal, the supposed connection 
between the deaths of Abraham Lincoln 
and John F. Kennedy, and more. 
 
Item no. : BT07983598 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 21 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287663 
Price : USD 90.00 
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AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - ROADSIDE 

STORIES 
Exposes the truths behind two of 
America's greatest roadside creations: the 
Brooklyn Bridge and Route 66. The 
program details the construction of the 
Brooklyn Bridge and reveals why Route 66 
constantly changes its path. 
 
Item no. : PG07983599 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 21 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287656 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - THE INVENTORS 
Analyzes the myths surrounding America's 
favorite inventors. The program tells the 
truth about the first light bulb, Edison's 
numerous patents, Benjamin Franklin's 
kite experiment, and more. 
 
Item no. : NS07983600 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 21 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287649 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - THE NEW WORLD 
Examines the legendary stories of 
Christopher Columbus and Hernando 
Cortez, unveiling the myths and revealing 
the truths about how these two men 
interacted with the New World. 
 
Item no. : TG07983601 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 21 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287632 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

AMERICA: FACTS VERSUS 

FICTION - TRICK OR TREAT 
Unveils the surprising hidden facts about 
the origin of Halloween and debunks the 
myths surrounding America's most 
mysterious writer: Edgar Allan Poe. 
 
Item no. : RH07983602 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287625 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 
 
 

AMERICAN 

STUDIES 
 

AFTER TILLER 
Directed by Martha Shane, Lane Wilson 
 
Sheds a humanistic light on the heated 
abortion debate by going inside the lives of 
the last four doctors in America who 
openly provide third-trimester abortions. 
 
Since the assassination of Dr. George 
Tiller in Kansas in May 2009, there are 
only four American doctors left who openly 
provide third-trimester abortions. AFTER 
TILLER paints a complex, compassionate 
portrait of these physicians--Dr. LeRoy 
Carhart, Dr. Warren Hern, Dr. Susan 
Robinson and Dr. Shelley Sella--who have 
become the new number-one targets of 
the anti-abortion movement, yet continue 
to risk their lives every day to do work that 
many believe is murder, but which they 
believe is profoundly important for their 
patients' lives. 
 
The film weaves together revealing, 
in-depth interviews with the doctors with 
intimate verite scenes from their lives and 
inside their clinics, where they counsel 
and care for their anxious, vulnerable 
patients at an important crossroads in their 
lives. By sharing the moving stories of 
several of these patients, AFTER TILLER 
illuminates the experiences of women who 
seek late abortions and the reasons why 
they do so. 
 
Reviews 
� "A rare feat...a calm, humanist 

documentary about a hot-button 
topic" - Alissa Simon, Variety 

 
� "Intimate and heartfelt...Brings an 

emotional clarity to an issue in which 
every nuanced turn of phrase has 
been made politically complicated." - 
The Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Extraordinarily compassionate and 

thought-provoking...An important film 
that looks unblinkingly at an important 
subject." - FlavorWire 

 
Awards 
� Human Rights Award, Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival 
� Documentary Jury Prize, Sarasota 

Film Festival 
� HotDocs, Canadian Documentary 

Film Festival 
 
Item no. : DE01110864 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 88 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772993 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RELEASED 
By Philip Messina 
 
Two-thirds of convicts released from 
prison return behind bars within three 
years. RELEASED presents the hopeful 
stories of four parolees who prove that the 
tide of recidivism can be reversed, if 
former prisoners are given the support 
they need to reenter society. 
 
The four -- Vilma Ortiz Donovan, Kenneth 
Harrigan, Casimiro Torres and Angel 
Ramos – spent over 70 years in prison 
combined. Released with no homes to go 
to or jobs for support, they ended up in a 
prisoner reentry facility in New York City 
known as "The Castle", run by former 
convicts and established by The Fortune 
Society. With the help of The Castle, all 
four overcame their traumatic personal 
histories and chronic criminal behavior to 
become exemplary citizens. 
 
As part of their rehabilitation, they worked 
developing their life stories into a spoken 
word play that ran Off-Broadway for 14 
months. In the play, each of them bares 
their souls in a painfully honest retelling of 
their personal stories -- from childhood 
and their crimes, to life in prison and the 
forces that helped them change. The film 
features scenes from the play being 
presented to prisoners and to a theater 
audience, along with other filmed scenes. 
 
All four speak about how what ought to be 
the final redemptive chapter -- release 
from prison -- is often the hardest 
challenge of all. Dropped back into society 
with little or no preparation and support 
virtually insures a high failure rate. Having 
spent 30 years in prison, Angel Ramos 
asks: "How do I live like a normal human 
being when I have no idea what normal 
is?"  
 
Their life-affirming stories of change 
provide an important model for reducing 
the rate of repeat offenders. 
 
Reviews 
� "Earnest, inspirational. Performing in 

front of two audiences, one in a 
theater, the other in a prison, all four 
speak of the forces that made them 
want to change." - New York Times 

 
� "Compelling, heartfelt … serves as an 

inspiration for current convicts and as 
a cautionary tale." - NYC Movie Guru 

 
� "Released is a powerful look at the 

personal journey into, through and out 
of the criminal justice system. These 
narratives bring us face to face with 
the painful experiences of four 
individuals who despite the hardest of 
challenges found strength and 
resilience within themselves in the 
face of hopelessness. The film gives 
voice and humanity not just to their 
stories but to the thousands upon 
thousands of people, just like them, 
who have not yet been released, in 
every sense." - Women's Prison 
Association 

 
Item no. : DM01920220 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
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Duration : 72 minutes 
Audience : Grades 12 - Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

APPLIED 

MATHEMATICS 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

ACCOUNTING BASICS AND 

DEFINITIONS 
What do GAAP and OCBOA mean? What 
are revenues, expenses, assets, and 
liabilities? What are the stages of the 
accounting cycle? This video answers 
those questions and many others as it 
introduces viewers to the process of 
accounting as illustrated by a cupcake 
shop and a medical clinic. Sections 
include: Importance of Accurate 
Accounting, Basic Accounting Terms, 
Financial Reporting, Income Statements, 
Balance Sheets: Assets, Balance Sheets: 
Liabilities and Owner Equity, and 
Statements of Cash Flows. 
 
Item no. : WA00275316 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089765 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING ASSETS AND 

PAYROLL 
Assets and payroll are critical components 
of the accounting process and essential 
for any business to succeed. After 
watching this video, viewers will 
understand the managing of assets, which 
are resources owned by a company that 
help with its operations and can be 
converted to cash, and the managing of 
payroll—salaries, wages, bonuses and 
commissions, overtime pay, payroll taxes 
and costs, employer-paid benefits, and 
profit-sharing plans. Sections include: 
Tangible and Intangible Assets, Asset 
Accounts, Grouping Assets, Depreciation, 
Payroll Accounting, and The Matching 
Principle for Payroll Accounting. A graphic 
design firm and a software company serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : BZ02305317 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089796 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING INVENTORY 
Inventory can include products that a 
company makes and sells, products that it 
purchases and resells, and products that it 
sells on consignment. Through this video, 
viewers will learn how companies manage 
their goods as illustrated by a 
consignment shop, a large grocery store, 
a hardware store, a construction company, 
a chemical plant, a jewelry store, a gas 
station, and a boutique clothing store. 
Sections include: Types of Inventory, 
Inventory Assessment and Systems, 
Costing Methods, Costing Methods in 
Action, Specific Identification Method of 
Inventory Costing, Conservatism and 
Inventory, and Inventory Adjustments and 
Estimates. 
 
Item no. : PF02455318 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089789 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MATCHING CONCEPT AND 

ACCOUNTING CYCLE 
All businesses understand that it's vital to 
keep accurate records and monitor them 
on a regular basis. After watching this 
video, viewers will have a grasp of the 
matching concept, which helps avoid 
misstated earnings for a period, and the 
accounting cycle, which helps identify 
errors and provide the data needed for 
income statements and balance sheets. 
Sections include: Cash Basis vs. Accrual 
Basis, The Matching Concept, The 
Accounting Cycle, and The Accounting 
Cycle Quick Review. A home-based online 
gift basket business, a software company, 
a car repair shop, and a hair salon serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : YL00275319 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089772 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ART AND DESIGN 
 

DESIGN X RAY - BETTER 

LIVING THROUGH DESIGN 
Robert Brunner (Former Apple design 
chief), Stefan Sagmeister (Graphic 
Designer), and Mauro Porcini (Chief 
Design Officer at Pepsico) speak about 
how their extraordinary products were 
created and have connected with people 
in everyday life. 
 
Item no. : KA00161793 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 

Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - DESIGN IS 

EVERYWHERE 
Will Wright (Game Designer), Dror 
Benshetrit (Industrial Designer), Tom 
Geismar and Sagi Haviv (Logo & Identity 
Designer), and Ivan Chermayeff (Designer, 
Illustrator & Artist) present their creative 
process of iconic designs that interact with 
people, from computer games; even an 
Island. 
 
Item no. : FP00161794 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

DESIGNERS IN THE 

PENTAGRAM 
Three Partners in New York design firm 
Pentagram, Paula Scher, Natasha Jen, 
and Michael Bierut have successfully 
worked in different aspects of design; such 
as brand identity, the Android lock screen, 
packaging, and LED screen. They also 
discuss "good design" in this episode. 
 
Item no. : TH00161795 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

FRIENDSHIP AND GREAT 

DESIGN 
Milton Glaser (Graphic Designer), Mirko 
Ilic (Illustrator & Graphic Designer), and 
Adam Tihany (Hospitality Designer) share 
their stories of how they design, who 
inspired them, and how they came up with 
great ideas of iconic graphic designs and 
hospitality designs. 
 
Item no. : NW00161796 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - LISTEN TO 

YOUR INNER VOICE 
Shantell Martin (Artist), Ji Lee 
(Communication Designer), Chip Kidd 
(Book cover designer) have their own 
ways in finding creative solutions, not only 
for their work but also for their personal 
projects. 
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Item no. : SD00161797 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN 
This episode explores the creativity of 
Jake Barton (Interaction Designer), 
Masamichi Udagawa and Sigi Moeslinger 
(Industrial Designer), and Dustin Mierau 
(Chief Design Officer at Path) and how 
they work on even the simplest of projects 
with the user in mind. 
 
Item no. : FA00161798 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

ATHLETIC 

TRAINING 
 

BLOOD VALUES AND 

OVERUSE INJURIES 
By Jack Ransone 
 
Blood Values and Overuse Injuries 
presents an overview of one of the 
problems involved when an athlete has an 
overuse injury—determining the 
underlying cause of the injury. One factor 
that has been found to be helpful in that 
regard is to conduct blood tests and look 
at blood values early in the season, 
thereby setting a baseline measures for a 
particular athlete, The DVD details several 
types of overuse injuries and discusses 
the role of blood values in contributing to 
each injury. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Red blood cell 
� Anemia 
� Adrenal fatigue 
� Sickle cell anemia 
� Stress fractures 
� Literature review 
� Lactose intolerance 
� Case study 
 
Item no. : TB08501897 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 47 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

SCIENCE OF RESTORATION, 

THE: ENHANCING 

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
The Science of Restoration: Enhancing 
Athletic Performance discusses the key 
factors involved in restoring an athlete 

who has been injured to a healthy, 
ready-to-compete state. The DVD 
explores the fact that the greater the 
athletes place on their bodies, the greater 
the need for recovery. The DVD also 
details several strategies that can 
enhance the recovery process. In addition, 
the DVD points out the need to have a 
specified plan for recovery. The DVD is 
designed for coaches, athletes, and 
athletic trainers in all sports. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Factors affecting performance 
� Individual variability 
� The key to recovery is avoid 

overtraining 
� General adaptation syndrome 
� Aerobic muscle fatigue 
� Anaerobic muscle fatigue 
� Alactic muscle fatigue 
� Methods of restoration 
� Training methodology 
� Russian restoration system 
� Essential recovery methods 
� Ideal fluid replacement beverage 
� Acclimatization example for track and 

field 
� Restorative modalities 
 
Item no. : PC08501899 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 38 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

AUTOMOTIVE 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

ESSENTIAL AUTOMOTIVE 

TASKS, VOLUME 1 
Volume 1 of this 3-part series on the most 
common tasks an automotive professional 
will experience on the job includes 
step-by-step segments on performing: 
removal and replacement of an alternator, 
resurfacing of a brake rotor, manual 
transmission inspection and service, 
removal and replacement of a shock 
absorber, cylinder leakage test, removal 
and replacement of an air conditioning 
orifice tube, and how to perform an oil and 
filter change. Segments include theory 
behind the parts and systems being 
repaired. 
 
Item no. : LS02455324 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 27 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816090105 
Price : USD 130.00 
   
 
 

ESSENTIAL AUTOMOTIVE 

TASKS, VOLUME 2 
Volume 2 of this 3-part series on the most 
common tasks an automotive professional 
will experience on the job includes 
step-by-step segments on performing: fuel 
filter replacement, accessory drive belt 
inspection, back pressure test, removal 
and replacement of sealed wheel bearing 
assembly, removal and replacement of air 

conditioning compressor, starter draw test, 
and differential service. Segments include 
theory behind the parts and systems being 
repaired. 
 
Item no. : TC00275325 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816090112 
Price : USD 130.00 
   
 
 

ESSENTIAL AUTOMOTIVE 

TASKS, VOLUME 3 
Volume 3 of this 3-part series on the most 
common tasks an automotive professional 
will experience on the job includes 
step-by-step segments on performing: 
caliper mounting service, electronic 
transmission diagnosis, tire monitoring 
and service, parasitic draw diagnosis, fuel 
system diagnosis, lug nut torqueing, and 
using a digital volt-ohm meter (DVOM). 
Segments include theory behind the parts 
and systems being repaired. 
 
Item no. : HK02305326 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 24 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816090129 
Price : USD 130.00 
   
 
 

BEGINNING 

THERAPISTS 
 

CLINICAL INTERVIEWING: 

INTAKE, ASSESSMENT & 

THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE 
By John Sommers-Flanagan, Rita 
Sommers-Flanagan 
 
How do you do an assessment, collect 
historical data, develop a treatment plan 
and create a warm working alliance with 
clients all in the first session? Learn from 
experts John and Rita Sommers-Flanagan 
how to quickly create the foundation for a 
successful therapy and engage clients 
collaboratively in the treatment process. 
 
Whether you're just starting out with 
clients or looking to expand your intake 
and assessment skills, this 
comprehensive video with John and Rita 
Sommers-Flanagan will guide you through 
the full assortment of clinical interviewing 
techniques. 
 
This video will help you gain confidence in 
both the science and the art of the clinical 
interview, and offer you the "foundation for 
intuition" that informs therapeutic 
assessment, intervention, and 
relationship-building skills. 
 
Skills, steps, and protocols are all covered 
here, with discussions of multicultural 
counseling, mental status examinations, 
and collaborative processes. You'll also 
see what not to do with a client, as part of 
a comical but cautionary demonstration on 
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the pitfalls of directive interventions. For 
new and experienced clinicians alike, this 
comprehensive yet accessible video is a 
must-have in your toolkit. 
 
By watching this video, you will: 
� Identify interventions along a 

continuum of clinical listening 
responses, from basic to complex. 

� Understand the goals and steps of 
different clinical assessments and 
examinations. 

� Learn tools for establishing and 
deepening the therapeutic alliance 
during various types of clinical 
interventions. 

 
Item no. : TH07620447 
Format : Streaming (1 Year) 
Duration : 128 minutes 
Price : USD 210.00 
   
 
 

COUNSELING AND 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 

THEORIES IN CONTEXT 

AND PRACTICE: SKILLS, 

STRATEGIES, AND 

TECHNIQUES 
By John Sommers-Flanagan, Rita 
Sommers-Flanagan 
 
Finally, we can see examples of the major 
psychotherapy theories all in one video! 
John and Rita Sommers-Flanagan present 
eleven of the best-known approaches to 
counseling and psychotherapy 
side-by-side, with real therapy sessions 
and extensive commentary covering 
theory, strategy, and effective techniques. 
 
Students and instructors alike have been 
hard-pressed to find a single, easily 
digestible resource covering the major 
theoretical orientations of counseling and 
psychotherapy—until now. Join John and 
Rita Sommers-Flanagan as they 
showcase the key principles of eleven 
orientations and, along with four other 
engaging therapists, demonstrate their 
techniques with a diverse range of real 
clients. 
 
Michael is renegotiating his relationships 
and formerly active lifestyle after a 
diagnosis of Crohn's disease; Peggy is 
warily considering new directions at an 
age when retirement plans are more 
common; Tesla, a dyslexic high school 
senior, seeks guidance on managing her 
college anxieties. You'll see three different 
clinicians lead them though 
person-centered, existential, and 
solution-focused therapy, respectively, in 
exchanges that highlight the orientation's 
theory and real-time application, leading 
each client to deeper insight and 
connection. 
 
Pragmatic with careful attention to each 
session's details, the Sommers-Flanagans 
take you through a host of additional 
theories (including reality therapy, Gestalt, 
psychoanalytic/psychodynamic, and CBT) 
while illustrating techniques such as 
confrontation, the empty chair, presence, 

reflective listening, problem-solving, 
psychoeducation, and many more. If you 
want a video that explains it all in one 
place, Counseling and Psychotherapy 
Theories is a must-have in your library. 
 
By watching this video, you will: 
� Increase your theoretical knowledge 

of eleven counseling and 
psychotherapy approaches. 

� Understand the therapeutic stance 
and strategies involved in each 
approach. 

� Identify the primary clinical 
interventions of each approach and 
discover ways to adapt them to your 
own practice. 

 
Item no. : WU07620448 
Format : Streaming (1 Year) 
Duration : 298 minutes 
Price : USD 210.00 
   
 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL 

ASPECTS OF GROUP 

COUNSELING: PROCESS, 

LEADERSHIP, AND 

SUPERVISION 
By Rex Stockton 
 
Gain new skills for leading psychotherapy 
groups in this video featuring seasoned 
group expert, Rex Stockton, supervising 
two students as they lead a 16-week 
group to deeper insight, connection, and 
personal engagement. 
 
Whether you've led, observed or 
participated in therapeutic process groups, 
you've likely sensed that they have 
concrete, discernible phases. In this 
educational video, Dr. Rex Stockton 
explicitly demystifies these phases in a 
straightforward way, offering clear outlines 
interspersed with corresponding 
demonstrations of the developmental 
stages of short-term group therapy, 
co-facilitated by two of Stockton's 
supervisees. 
 
This group takes a journey, indeed! The 
video is both ambitious and adventurous, 
and you'll feel gratified watching leaders 
Eddie and Kent take their insights from 
Stockton's supervision back to the group 
at each stage. The six group members 
(seamlessly role-played by Stockton's 
other counseling students) learn as they 
go, staying engaged amid emotional 
uncertainty and interpersonal rifts that 
threaten group cohesion. 
 
You'll see the two leaders gain confidence 
over the course of the group, offering 
process statements that encourage 
thoughtful cross-communication, titrating 
the pace of individual contributions, and 
helping members translate insight into 
action. Nearing the group's end, each 
member is invited to resolve unfinished 
business while processing both the 
closure of the group and plans for 
integrating the work into their lives. At the 
group's close, all involved are genuinely 
moved by the experience. 
 

By watching this video, you will: 
� Understand the developmental stages 

and trajectory of short-term group 
counseling. 

� Identify clinical signposts for making 
effective group interventions. 

� Learn tools for supporting group 
members in self-disclosure, 
processing group milestones, and 
integrating the work. 

 
Item no. : NS07620449 
Format : Streaming (1 Year) 
Duration : 131 minutes 
Price : USD 210.00 
   
 
 

BUSINESS 
 

DESIGN X RAY - BETTER 

LIVING THROUGH DESIGN 
Robert Brunner (Former Apple design 
chief), Stefan Sagmeister (Graphic 
Designer), and Mauro Porcini (Chief 
Design Officer at Pepsico) speak about 
how their extraordinary products were 
created and have connected with people 
in everyday life. 
 
Item no. : KA00161793 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - DESIGN IS 

EVERYWHERE 
Will Wright (Game Designer), Dror 
Benshetrit (Industrial Designer), Tom 
Geismar and Sagi Haviv (Logo & Identity 
Designer), and Ivan Chermayeff (Designer, 
Illustrator & Artist) present their creative 
process of iconic designs that interact with 
people, from computer games; even an 
Island. 
 
Item no. : FP00161794 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

DESIGNERS IN THE 

PENTAGRAM 
Three Partners in New York design firm 
Pentagram, Paula Scher, Natasha Jen, 
and Michael Bierut have successfully 
worked in different aspects of design; such 
as brand identity, the Android lock screen, 
packaging, and LED screen. They also 
discuss "good design" in this episode. 
 
Item no. : TH00161795 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
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DESIGN X RAY - 

FRIENDSHIP AND GREAT 

DESIGN 
Milton Glaser (Graphic Designer), Mirko 
Ilic (Illustrator & Graphic Designer), and 
Adam Tihany (Hospitality Designer) share 
their stories of how they design, who 
inspired them, and how they came up with 
great ideas of iconic graphic designs and 
hospitality designs. 
 
Item no. : NW00161796 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - LISTEN TO 

YOUR INNER VOICE 
Shantell Martin (Artist), Ji Lee 
(Communication Designer), Chip Kidd 
(Book cover designer) have their own 
ways in finding creative solutions, not only 
for their work but also for their personal 
projects. 
 
Item no. : SD00161797 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN 
This episode explores the creativity of 
Jake Barton (Interaction Designer), 
Masamichi Udagawa and Sigi Moeslinger 
(Industrial Designer), and Dustin Mierau 
(Chief Design Officer at Path) and how 
they work on even the simplest of projects 
with the user in mind. 
 
Item no. : FA00161798 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

MONEY & LIFE 
By Katie Teague 
 
Money and Life is a compelling cinematic 
journey that examines the origins of 
money, how the role of money has 
changed over time, how it shapes our lives 
and world today, and the emerging 
movement to create new economic 
models that redefine our relationships with 
money. 
 
The film presents a tapestry of expert 
interviews, narration, animated graphics 
and stories of individuals, communities, 
and small businesses who are seeking 
innovative ways to transform their 
relationship with money at the personal, 
local and global level. Experts include 

economists, authors, religious leaders, 
and a former JP Morgan executive. 
 
Money and Life helps viewers understand 
the history and fundamentals of money in 
order to be more informed participants in 
the economic transformation happening 
around us. 
 
Ultimately, the film asks, how can we 
move beyond being merely consumers, 
debtors and creditors, and create a more 
equitable and sustainable economy that 
meets the needs and realities of the 21st 
Century? 
 
Among the experts and authors featured 
are: 
� John Perkins, best-selling author of 

Confessions of an Economic Hitman 
� Professor Jacob Needleman, author 

of Money and the Meaning of Life. 
� Vicki Robin, co-author of Your Money 

or Your Life 
� Bernard Lietaur, currency expert and 

author of The Future of Money 
� John Fullerton, founder of Capital 

Institute and former JP Morgan 
managing director. 

� Hazel Henderson, Futurist and author 
of Ethical Markets: Growing the 
Green Economy 

� Lynne Twist of the Soul of Money 
Institute 

� Charles Eisenstein, author of Sacred 
Economics 

 
Reviews 
� "An engrossing history of the very 

concept of currency, it raises some 
very salient points about our 
relationship with money and the 
treadmill we constantly run on to 
acquire it." - SF Weekly 

 
� "An important film from a visionary 

filmmaker. This movie is ultimately a 
clarion call to individual and collective 
change so that all of us can thrive." - 
Matthew Wesley, The Wesley Group 

 
� "Viewing Money & Life was a 

life-altering experience…a wake-up 
call. This film deserves to be widely 
seen." - Grady McGonagill, 
McConagill Consulting 

 
Award 
� Winner, Best Social Issue 

Documentary, Atlanta Docufest 
 
Item no. : TP01920219 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 143 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10 - Adult 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BUSINESS 

EDUCATION 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

ACCOUNTING BASICS AND 

DEFINITIONS 
What do GAAP and OCBOA mean? What 
are revenues, expenses, assets, and 
liabilities? What are the stages of the 
accounting cycle? This video answers 
those questions and many others as it 
introduces viewers to the process of 
accounting as illustrated by a cupcake 
shop and a medical clinic. Sections 
include: Importance of Accurate 
Accounting, Basic Accounting Terms, 
Financial Reporting, Income Statements, 
Balance Sheets: Assets, Balance Sheets: 
Liabilities and Owner Equity, and 
Statements of Cash Flows. 
 
Item no. : WA00275316 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089765 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING ASSETS AND 

PAYROLL 
Assets and payroll are critical components 
of the accounting process and essential 
for any business to succeed. After 
watching this video, viewers will 
understand the managing of assets, which 
are resources owned by a company that 
help with its operations and can be 
converted to cash, and the managing of 
payroll—salaries, wages, bonuses and 
commissions, overtime pay, payroll taxes 
and costs, employer-paid benefits, and 
profit-sharing plans. Sections include: 
Tangible and Intangible Assets, Asset 
Accounts, Grouping Assets, Depreciation, 
Payroll Accounting, and The Matching 
Principle for Payroll Accounting. A graphic 
design firm and a software company serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : BZ02305317 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089796 
Price : USD 100.00 
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ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING INVENTORY 
Inventory can include products that a 
company makes and sells, products that it 
purchases and resells, and products that it 
sells on consignment. Through this video, 
viewers will learn how companies manage 
their goods as illustrated by a 
consignment shop, a large grocery store, 
a hardware store, a construction company, 
a chemical plant, a jewelry store, a gas 
station, and a boutique clothing store. 
Sections include: Types of Inventory, 
Inventory Assessment and Systems, 
Costing Methods, Costing Methods in 
Action, Specific Identification Method of 
Inventory Costing, Conservatism and 
Inventory, and Inventory Adjustments and 
Estimates. 
 
Item no. : PF02455318 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089789 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MATCHING CONCEPT AND 

ACCOUNTING CYCLE 
All businesses understand that it's vital to 
keep accurate records and monitor them 
on a regular basis. After watching this 
video, viewers will have a grasp of the 
matching concept, which helps avoid 
misstated earnings for a period, and the 
accounting cycle, which helps identify 
errors and provide the data needed for 
income statements and balance sheets. 
Sections include: Cash Basis vs. Accrual 
Basis, The Matching Concept, The 
Accounting Cycle, and The Accounting 
Cycle Quick Review. A home-based online 
gift basket business, a software company, 
a car repair shop, and a hair salon serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : YL00275319 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089772 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

BUSINESS 

STUDIES AND 

ECONOMICS 
 

FASHION VICTIMS 
Australians love a bargain, but what's the 
real cost of cheap clothes from the sweat 
shops in Bangladesh? In 2013 more than 
a thousand people were killed when an 
eight storey building collapsed in the heart 
of Bangladesh's capital, Dhaka. 
 
The collapse of Rana Plaza turned the 
world's attention to the shocking 

conditions workers in the country's 
clothing industry are forced to endure. In 
recent years, Australian companies have 
flooded into Bangladesh to take 
advantage of lax labour laws and the 
lowest wages in the world, paid to the 
predominantly young, female workers in 
the factories. 
 
Reporter Sarah Ferguson sets out to find 
where the clothes we see in our major 
retail outlets are made. What efforts do 
Australian companies make to ensure the 
factories are safe and their workers earn a 
living wage? Australian retailers blocked 
our enquiries at every turn, refusing 
access to factories wherever we went. 
Working backwards from some of our best 
known retail outlets, Four Corners goes 
factory to factory showing workers and 
union organisers Australian labels until the 
factories are found. There the workers 
describe a miserable existence, long 
hours, pitiful pay and abuse if deadlines 
aren't met. In some of the worst cases 
there is even violence and threats of jail. 
 
Item no. : JE07720034 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

HACKED! 
While debate rages over Australia's border 
security, there's growing evidence that the 
greatest threat to Australia's national 
security potentially comes from foreign 
computer hackers. Few in government or 
business will admit the full extent of the 
break-ins, with one expert calling it a "dirty 
little secret". 
 
Reporter Andrew Fowler reveals that 
hackers, working from locations overseas, 
have targeted key Federal Government 
departments and major corporations in 
Australia. Their intention is to steal 
national security secrets and vital 
business information. 
 
In one case, an Australian company that 
supplies secret communications 
equipment used by military across the 
globe had its computer network hacked. It 
appears the hackers accessed the system 
holding vital design information involving a 
military radio system. The break-in meant 
secure communications used by 
Australia's allies could be compromised. 
 
A deafening silence surrounds this issue. 
Companies won't speak about the 
break-ins because they fear it will alarm 
clients and shareholders. Governments 
refuse to speak up because inevitably they 
will be asked, who is doing this? The 
answer is uncomfortable. 
 
A number of people, including former 
government advisors in cyber security, 
claim the digital trail leads to China. 
Although it's unclear if the hackers are 
working for the Chinese Government, 
those same experts believe that any 
company doing significant business in 
China must assume it will be the target of 
corporate espionage. 

 
Item no. : AT07720044 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

IN GOOGLE WE TRUST 
Every hour of every day, our digital 
interactions are being recorded and 
logged. We live in the age of 'big data', 
where seemingly mundane information 
about how we go about our lives has 
enormous value. 
 
With the help of expert data trackers, we 
follow the information trail of an ordinary 
Australian family. We follow their data over 
a typical day, watching as it is 
surreptitiously recorded by government 
agencies and private organisations. Who 
gathers the information, what are they 
doing with it and what are your legal 
rights? 
 
The internet has brought us conveniences 
once unimaginable. You can shop online, 
diagnose illnesses, and send 'selfies' 
whenever you want. But it isn't all one way 
traffic. Every time you use a search engine 
like Google, or access an 'app' on your 
smartphone, your activity is logged by 
companies around the world - many 
you've never even heard of. 
 
That sometimes intensely personal data is 
either used or sold to make money. 
 
Four Corners' investigation reveals that 
not only are we being tracked online by 
marketers but Australia's own government 
agencies are secretly monitoring our 
digital travels. 
 
Item no. : TP07500053 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

ON THE BRINK 
Australia's economy - and unemployment 
rate - might be the envy of countries 
around the world, but it doesn't mean 
poverty and unemployment have been 
eradicated. 
 
Welfare agencies say that many 
individuals and families are just one or two 
pay cheques away from financial disaster 
and homelessness. Worse still, with the 
mining boom coming off the boil, experts 
predict more people will find themselves 
out of work. 
 
Reporter Geoff Thompson finds out what 
it's like to lose your job, your home and 
find yourself dependent on welfare. What 
he discovers is sobering. Ironically, while 
economic growth is generally good news, 
it's also pushed up the cost of living, 
making life for the unemployed even 
tougher. A Senate Inquiry report released 
this month concluded the current 
unemployment benefit is set too low. For 
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many of the people Four Corners spoke to, 
accommodation absorbs most of their 
money, even with additional payments for 
rent assistance. Running a car and eating 
nutritious meals becomes close to an 
impossible dream. The result? Their world 
contracts and they can find themselves cut 
off from society. 
 
Spending time with private charitable 
organisations, Four Corners profiles five 
people across Australia who are struggling 
to survive. One of them is John. A few 
months ago he lost his job. He became ill 
and was forced into hospital. Now he 
searches for work and barely survives on 
the Newstart allowance. John lives on one 
meal a day of two minute noodles, and his 
only chance for a good meal is to line up at 
a food kitchen. 
 
Like so many people, John doesn't want 
sympathy, he simply wants support that 
allows him to survive while he looks for 
work - and he's not an isolated case. 
Those on the frontline of welfare delivery 
warn that, based on the figures they are 
seeing, the problems associated with 
unemployment will increase in the near 
future. 
 
Item no. : VN07720064 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

THREE MEN AND A BOAT 
It's unusual for Landline in that this story is 
not about a farmer or a property but a boat, 
a wooden boat that changed the fortune of 
an entire town. 
 
The Tacoma was Australia's first 
purpose-built tuna fishing vessel. It began 
catching bluefin off the coast of Port 
Lincoln in the early '50s and it transformed 
the fishing industry in this country forever. 
 
Item no. : LW07720086 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 25 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

CHILD 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

FROM LULLABIES TO 

LITERACY 
Here's a great way to help teachers and 
parents learn about emergent literacy - 
through discussions and activities based 
on video clips that capture the warmth of 
lullabies, the fun of word games, and 
Mister Rogers' visits with author-illustrator 
Eric Carle and folksinger Ella Jenkins. 
This 2-hour interactive workshop focuses 
on the kinds of experiences that help 
young children develop a positive attitude 
about literacy. It offers insight and 
strategies into emergent literacy in three 
areas: spoken language, reading and 

writing.  
 
The overall goal is to give caregivers an 
appreciation for how much they influence 
emergent literacy when they build a caring, 
nurturing relationship -- and offer ordinary, 
everyday experiences that can encourage 
children to want to learn to read and write. 
 
Item no. : NG32830002 
Format : DVD (With Facilitator's 

Guide) 
Duration : 120 minutes 
Price : USD 165.00 
   
 
 

LEARNING DISCIPLINE 
This workshop offers productive new ways 
to think about discipline. Participants are 
encouraged to reflect on how their own 
experiences might affect their 
relationships with children with difficult 
behaviors. Practical strategies help 
teachers find ways to see discipline as a 
time for teaching, rather than punishment. 
 
Item no. : TL32830003 
Format : DVD 
Price : USD 165.00 
   
 
 

LET'S EXPLORE! 

ENCOURAGING CURIOSITY 

IN YOUNG CHILDREN 
Children are naturally curious as they try 
to understand the world around them. 
Their wondering is the beginning of 
scientific thinking; but for many reasons, 
encouraging curiosity can be difficult for 
early childhood educators. This three-hour 
interactive workshop helps early childhood 
educators become more comfortable with 
children's questions and explorations and 
learn strategies for encouraging curiosity 
in both girls and boys.  
 
Delightful and thought-provoking video 
clips of infants, toddlers and preschoolers 
stimulate discussion. Along with a 
hands-on activity that can be done with 
children, this workshop offers user-friendly 
follow-up ideas to nurture curiosity in ways 
that lay the foundation for children to 
become eager learners. Developed 
through a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
 
Item no. : GH32830004 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 180 minutes 
Price : USD 165.00 
   
 
 

ONE ON ONE: 

CONNECTING COPS & KIDS 
One-on-One is a 4-part video-based 
training program to help law enforcement 
officers increase their effectiveness and 
safety by building trust with children and 
teenagers. Whether police officers are 
fighting crimes, building safer 
neighborhoods, or combating terrorism, 
their relationships with children are 
critically important. The way police interact 

with children in a neighborhood can have 
a significant impact on police effectiveness 
and safety, and on the stability of 
communities.  
 
Through extraordinary documentary 
footage that captures actual police officers 
handling a variety of situations - from 
friendly contact to intense conflict, this 
training examines the critical links in the 
chain to develop trust and model 
responsible behavior. By giving officers 
tools to communicate and build 
relationships with children, One-on-One: 
Connecting Cops and Kids can improve 
officer safety and help achieve law 
enforcement goals. 
 
Item no. : DC32830005 
Format : DVD (With Manual) 
Price : USD 165.00 
   
 
 

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH 

THE MAD THAT YOU FEEL? 
Help children learn to manage their anger 
with Fred Rogers' timeless wisdom and 
these developmentally appropriate 
activities. A valuable and helpful resource 
for any early childhood setting. 
 
Item no. : CE32830006 
Format : DVD (With Facilitator's 

Guide) 
Duration : 150 minutes 
Price : USD 165.00 
   
 
 

CIVICS 
 

44 DAZE 
The fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin by 
George Zimmerman occurred on February 
26, 2012 in the community of Sanford, 
Florida. The incident caused huge waves 
throughout the world and raised many 
questions about the approach that was 
taken by the city officials of Sanford while 
investigating the incident. This 
documentary focuses on the 44 days 
directly after the shooting and the 
mounting pressure from around the nation 
that finally led to the arrest and charging of 
Zimmerman. The issues of social justice 
and judicial and municipal efficiency that 
were raised during this period are 
examined through in-depth interviews with 
Sanford city council and law enforcement 
officials. 
 
Item no. : CS00161792 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 225.00 
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COMMUNITY AND 

FAMILY STUDIES 
 

ON THE BRINK 
Australia's economy - and unemployment 
rate - might be the envy of countries 
around the world, but it doesn't mean 
poverty and unemployment have been 
eradicated. 
 
Welfare agencies say that many 
individuals and families are just one or two 
pay cheques away from financial disaster 
and homelessness. Worse still, with the 
mining boom coming off the boil, experts 
predict more people will find themselves 
out of work. 
 
Reporter Geoff Thompson finds out what 
it's like to lose your job, your home and 
find yourself dependent on welfare. What 
he discovers is sobering. Ironically, while 
economic growth is generally good news, 
it's also pushed up the cost of living, 
making life for the unemployed even 
tougher. A Senate Inquiry report released 
this month concluded the current 
unemployment benefit is set too low. For 
many of the people Four Corners spoke to, 
accommodation absorbs most of their 
money, even with additional payments for 
rent assistance. Running a car and eating 
nutritious meals becomes close to an 
impossible dream. The result? Their world 
contracts and they can find themselves cut 
off from society. 
 
Spending time with private charitable 
organisations, Four Corners profiles five 
people across Australia who are struggling 
to survive. One of them is John. A few 
months ago he lost his job. He became ill 
and was forced into hospital. Now he 
searches for work and barely survives on 
the Newstart allowance. John lives on one 
meal a day of two minute noodles, and his 
only chance for a good meal is to line up at 
a food kitchen. 
 
Like so many people, John doesn't want 
sympathy, he simply wants support that 
allows him to survive while he looks for 
work - and he's not an isolated case. 
Those on the frontline of welfare delivery 
warn that, based on the figures they are 
seeing, the problems associated with 
unemployment will increase in the near 
future. 
 
Item no. : VN07720064 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
  
 
 

CRIMINAL 

JUSTICE 
 

44 DAZE 
The fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin by 
George Zimmerman occurred on February 
26, 2012 in the community of Sanford, 
Florida. The incident caused huge waves 
throughout the world and raised many 

questions about the approach that was 
taken by the city officials of Sanford while 
investigating the incident. This 
documentary focuses on the 44 days 
directly after the shooting and the 
mounting pressure from around the nation 
that finally led to the arrest and charging of 
Zimmerman. The issues of social justice 
and judicial and municipal efficiency that 
were raised during this period are 
examined through in-depth interviews with 
Sanford city council and law enforcement 
officials. 
 
Item no. : CS00161792 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 225.00 
   
 
 

DISEASE AND 

TREATMENT 
 

CRACKING THE CODE 
The Damiani family's story has been 
described as a breathtaking example of 
how medicine can be transformed by the 
determination of ordinary people. 
 
Four years ago, Stephen and Sally 
Damiani's baby son Massimo succumbed 
to a mystery disease. In the space of a few 
weeks, the toddler lost the ability to eat 
and crawl. The prognosis was bleak and 
the cause mystifying. 
 
Stephen Damiani, who has a background 
in construction economics and risk 
management, teamed up with a young 
geneticist to map the family's genome in 
an attempt to discover the cause of his 
son's illness. 
 
In the process, his seemingly impossible 
quest for answers has made a discovery 
that's astonished the international medical 
community and has implications for us all. 
 
Item no. : DP07500025 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

DISEASES AND 

DISORDERS 
 

DISEASE AND TREATMENT 
This collection contains two clips looking 
at how the causes of disease are 
investigated, vaccines developed and 
treatment administered. The first looks at 
the rotavirus, its impact, the development 
of vaccines, and the community benefit, of 
immunisation, and the second, cancer, the 
risk factors and a molecular understanding 
of how radiation works in the treatment of 
cancer. Interviewees: Dr Ruth Bishop, 
Virologist and discoverer of the rotavirus 
Dr Carl Kirkwood, Enteric Virus Research 
Group Dr Shankar Siva, Radiation 

Oncologist. 
 
Please contact us for primary and 
secondary schools pricing. 
 
Item no. : BC08691970 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Middle Secondary - 

Senior Secondary 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 235.00 
   
 
 

EPIDEMIOLOGY: LINKING 

SMOKING AND LUNG 

CANCER 
The epidemiology clip collection looks at 
research methods used to study diseases 
in society. The first clip uses lung cancer 
as an example to explore the critical role 
epidemiology plays in establishing the 
cause of a disease. The collection 
includes two bonus clips which look at the 
difference between correlation and 
causation, and reliability and validity. 
These activity-based clips show teacher 
Deb Gajic taking her students through 
some simple experiments to make these 
key concepts more accessible. 
Interviewees: Dr Robert MacInnis, 
Epidemiologist. Teacher Deb Gajic. 
 
Please contact us for primary and 
secondary schools pricing. 
 
Item no. : HL08691971 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 19 minutes 
Audience : Middle Secondary - 

Senior Secondary 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 235.00 
   
 
 

DISEASES AND 

IMMUNE 

RESPONSE 
 

DISEASE AND TREATMENT 
This collection contains two clips looking 
at how the causes of disease are 
investigated, vaccines developed and 
treatment administered. The first looks at 
the rotavirus, its impact, the development 
of vaccines, and the community benefit, of 
immunisation, and the second, cancer, the 
risk factors and a molecular understanding 
of how radiation works in the treatment of 
cancer. Interviewees: Dr Ruth Bishop, 
Virologist and discoverer of the rotavirus 
Dr Carl Kirkwood, Enteric Virus Research 
Group Dr Shankar Siva, Radiation 
Oncologist. 
 
Please contact us for primary and 
secondary schools pricing. 
 
Item no. : BC08691970 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Audience : Middle Secondary - 

Senior Secondary 
Copyright : 2013 
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Price : AUD 235.00 
   
 
 

EPIDEMIOLOGY: LINKING 

SMOKING AND LUNG 

CANCER 
The epidemiology clip collection looks at 
research methods used to study diseases 
in society. The first clip uses lung cancer 
as an example to explore the critical role 
epidemiology plays in establishing the 
cause of a disease. The collection 
includes two bonus clips which look at the 
difference between correlation and 
causation, and reliability and validity. 
These activity-based clips show teacher 
Deb Gajic taking her students through 
some simple experiments to make these 
key concepts more accessible. 
Interviewees: Dr Robert MacInnis, 
Epidemiologist. Teacher Deb Gajic. 
 
Please contact us for primary and 
secondary schools pricing. 
 
Item no. : HL08691971 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 19 minutes 
Audience : Middle Secondary - 

Senior Secondary 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 235.00 
   
 
 

DRUGS 
 

CRACKING THE CODE 
The Damiani family's story has been 
described as a breathtaking example of 
how medicine can be transformed by the 
determination of ordinary people. 
 
Four years ago, Stephen and Sally 
Damiani's baby son Massimo succumbed 
to a mystery disease. In the space of a few 
weeks, the toddler lost the ability to eat 
and crawl. The prognosis was bleak and 
the cause mystifying. 
 
Stephen Damiani, who has a background 
in construction economics and risk 
management, teamed up with a young 
geneticist to map the family's genome in 
an attempt to discover the cause of his 
son's illness. 
 
In the process, his seemingly impossible 
quest for answers has made a discovery 
that's astonished the international medical 
community and has implications for us all. 
 
Item no. : DP07500025 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

GRACIOUS GIFT, A 
This is a story Australians think they know: 
the gift of a donated organ that transforms 
the life of someone with a devastating 
illness. What we see here for the first time 
is the extraordinary journey families 

undergo whose loved ones are dying in 
hospital from a sudden, unexpected event. 
 
Two brave families allowed Four Corners 
to follow them through the hours leading to 
their loved ones' death. It's in that acute 
moment they face the hardest question: 
will they consent to organ donation to help 
someone else live? 
 
The vast majority of Australians say they 
support organ donation. But confronted 
with the question at a time of crisis, almost 
half of all families refuse consent for their 
relatives to donate. Hundreds of children 
and adults on waiting lists miss out on the 
life saving gift. 
 
For Sarah Ferguson this is a personal 
story. For almost three years she watched 
her friend and colleague ABC radio 
presenter Mark Colvin as his health 
deteriorated waiting for a donated kidney. 
The waiting time for transplants in 
Australia is long and Sarah wanted to 
understand what happens in hospitals 
when the question is asked, will you 
consent to organ donation? 
 
The program follows others waiting for a 
precious donation: Anthony, whose life is 
dominated by dialysis and Kelly, the 
26-year-old surf-life saver from Tasmania 
who is dying from end-stage liver disease. 
 
Without exception all the people in the 
program want Australians not just to think 
about organ donation, but to have the 
conversation with their families so their 
wishes can become a reality. 
 
Item no. : RC07720042 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

PUNCH DRUNK 
Australians love a drink, and some see no 
problem at all with drinking to excess. But 
now doctors, police and paramedics have 
called "time", warning that alcohol-fuelled 
violence has reached crisis levels. 
 
Read the statistics and it's hard to argue 
with these dire warnings. The latest 
figures show that each year as many as 
70,000 people are involved in 
alcohol-related assaults. In all, it is 
estimated that alcohol-related violence 
costs the community $187 million each 
year. Four Corners also reveals there's a 
growing body of evidence that shows a 
link between binge drinking and brain 
damage. 
 
While the overall incidence of 
alcohol-related violent crime varies in each 
state in Australia, one thing is clear: the 
violence associated with alcohol abuse is 
getting more extreme. 
 
Reporter Janine Cohen tells the story of 
one young man who did nothing more than 
take his girlfriend out to a club. Without 
provocation he was attacked, his skull 
fractured and his life changed forever. The 
story of alcohol abuse didn't end there. His 

attacker, who'd consumed 10 cans of 
bourbon and cola, was arrested, found 
guilty and sentenced to six years jail. His 
family was devastated. Despite such 
occurrences, the Australian Hotels 
Association (AHA) argues that alcohol isn't 
the only cause of violence and its 
increasing intensity. The organisation 
claims that drugs are the real problem and 
that people must take more personal 
responsibility. 
 
Out on the streets Four Corners found a 
rather different picture. Accompanying 
police on patrol, it soon became clear that 
alcohol and violence are close 
companions. The cameras captured the 
moment when police themselves are 
attacked, and go with the paramedics who 
are forced to clean up the carnage after 
violence flares. At the hospital emergency 
ward things are no better. Doctors and 
nurses are forced to tend to a constant 
stream of people who've become victims 
of alcohol-related violence. 
 
Warning - Coarse Language and violence 
 
Item no. : EJ07500069 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

EARTH AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCIENCE 
 

GAS LEAK! 
The coal seam gas industry promotes 
itself as a cleaner carbon-fuel alternative; 
but how do we know this is true? Until now 
much of the information used to back this 
claim has come from the industry itself. 
 
The problem is this "cleaner-greener" 
claim doesn't always square with 
experience on the ground. Next on Four 
Corners reporter Matthew Carney talks to 
farmers who've seen rivers bubble with 
methane, their bore water polluted with 
chemicals, while the reserves of ground 
water on their property have dropped 
alarmingly. 
 
He also looks at the latest research that 
suggests the coal seam gas industry might 
be a much bigger greenhouse gas emitter 
than previously thought. 
 
But why weren't these problems picked up 
in the development approval process? The 
answer is simple: according to one insider, 
the approval process is significantly flawed. 
Four Corners reveals what really 
happened when two major companies 
applied to develop thousands of square 
kilometres of southern Queensland for 
coal seam gas. Using hundreds of pages 
of confidential documents, the program 
reveals that the companies didn't supply 
enough basic information for an informed 
decision to be made about environmental 
impacts. Dfourespite this, various 
government agencies permitted the 
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developments to go ahead, allowing the 
companies to submit key information at a 
later date. A decision which shocked some 
who were involved: 
 
This same insider claims pressure was 
applied to the bureaucracy to fast track 
approval for coal seam gas development. 
This allegation would deeply concern 
many farmers who have seen their land 
used for coal seam gas sites and raises 
significant concerns about the future 
expansion of the industry across Australia. 
 
Item no. : VN07720036 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

ECOLOGY 
 

WISDOM TO SURVIVE, THE: 

CLIMATE CHANGE, 

CAPITALISM & 

COMMUNITY 
Directed by John Ankele & Anne 
Macksoud 
 
Examines the challenges that climate 
change poses and discusses meaningful 
action that can be taken by individuals and 
communities. 
 
THE WISDOM TO SURVIVE accepts the 
consensus of scientists that climate 
change has already arrived, and asks, 
what is keeping us from action? In 
discussions with thought leaders and 
activists, we explore how unlimited growth 
and greed are destroying the life support 
system of the planet, the social fabric of 
the society, and the lives of billions of 
people. 
 
Will we have the wisdom to survive? The 
film features thought leaders and activists 
in the realms of science, economics and 
spirituality discussing how we can evolve 
and take action in the face of climate 
disruption. They urge us to open ourselves 
to the beauty that surrounds us and get to 
work on ensuring it thrives. 
 
Amongst those featured are Bill McKibben, 
Joanna Macy, Roger Payne, Richard 
Heinberg, Gus Speth, Stephanie Kaza, 
Nikki Cooley and Ben Falk. 
 
Reviews 
� "A powerful witness to the possibility 

of change as we awaken to the 
remarkable beauty of our planet." - 
John Grim, Yale Forum on Religion 
and Ecology 

 
 
� "I appreciated the balance of the 

reality of the situation with a feeling of 
hope and connection." - Kat Robbins, 
Place-Based Education Specialist, 
Woodstock, Vermont 

 
� "Beautiful, Heartbreaking, Urgent." - 

Rob Herring, Organicsoul.com 

 
Item no. : AY02790869 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 56 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 1560290382 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

ECONOMICS, 

FINANCE, & 

GLOBAL BUSINESS 
 

MONEY & LIFE 
By Katie Teague 
 
Money and Life is a compelling cinematic 
journey that examines the origins of 
money, how the role of money has 
changed over time, how it shapes our lives 
and world today, and the emerging 
movement to create new economic 
models that redefine our relationships with 
money. 
 
The film presents a tapestry of expert 
interviews, narration, animated graphics 
and stories of individuals, communities, 
and small businesses who are seeking 
innovative ways to transform their 
relationship with money at the personal, 
local and global level. Experts include 
economists, authors, religious leaders, 
and a former JP Morgan executive. 
 
Money and Life helps viewers understand 
the history and fundamentals of money in 
order to be more informed participants in 
the economic transformation happening 
around us. 
 
Ultimately, the film asks, how can we 
move beyond being merely consumers, 
debtors and creditors, and create a more 
equitable and sustainable economy that 
meets the needs and realities of the 21st 
Century? 
 
Among the experts and authors featured 
are: 
� John Perkins, best-selling author of 

Confessions of an Economic Hitman 
� Professor Jacob Needleman, author 

of Money and the Meaning of Life. 
� Vicki Robin, co-author of Your Money 

or Your Life 
� Bernard Lietaur, currency expert and 

author of The Future of Money 
� John Fullerton, founder of Capital 

Institute and former JP Morgan 
managing director. 

� Hazel Henderson, Futurist and author 
of Ethical Markets: Growing the 
Green Economy 

� Lynne Twist of the Soul of Money 
Institute 

� Charles Eisenstein, author of Sacred 
Economics 

 
Reviews 
� "An engrossing history of the very 

concept of currency, it raises some 
very salient points about our 
relationship with money and the 

treadmill we constantly run on to 
acquire it." - SF Weekly 

 
� "An important film from a visionary 

filmmaker. This movie is ultimately a 
clarion call to individual and collective 
change so that all of us can thrive." - 
Matthew Wesley, The Wesley Group 

 
� "Viewing Money & Life was a 

life-altering experience…a wake-up 
call. This film deserves to be widely 
seen." - Grady McGonagill, 
McConagill Consulting 

 
Award 
� Winner, Best Social Issue 

Documentary, Atlanta Docufest 
 
Item no. : TP01920219 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 143 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10 - Adult 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

EDUCATION 
 

FREE THE MIND 
By Phie Ambo 
 
Free the Mind profiles the pioneering work 
of renowned psychologist Richard 
Davidson, who, by studying the practices 
of Tibetan monks and others, found that it 
is possible to rewire the brain through 
meditation and mental training exercises. 
 
Named one of Time Magazine's 100 most 
influential people in 2006, Dr. Davidson 
has dedicated himself to applying this 
hopeful discovery to improve the lives of 
people throughout the world. He founded 
the Center for Investigating Healthy Minds 
at the University of Wisconsin to study 
whether and how contemplative traditions 
change our brains and can help people 
overcome mental trauma and live happier 
lives. 
 
Filmed at the Center, Free the Mind 
follows three test subjects on an 
emotionally-charged journey through 
life-changing experiments overseen by Dr. 
Davidson that delve into the deepest 
recesses of the human mind. 
 
Steve and Rich are American veterans 
who served in Iraq and Afghanistan and 
are tormented by painful wartime 
memories. Will is a five-year-old suffering 
from ADHD and severe anxiety whose 
parents are eager to find treatment options 
other than traditional medications. Can Dr. 
Davidson free these three from their 
troubled existences and help them lead 
happier lives? 
 
The film explores the intersection between 
modern neuroscience and ancient 
contemplative practices, as well as deeper 
questions about the nature of 
consciousness and how it manifests in the 
brain and body. Animated segments vividly 
depict the effects on the brain of the 
techniques being employed, helping 
viewers understand the complex ideas 
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involved. 
 
Reviews 
� "Free the Mind qualifies as a 

pioneering inquiry at the outermost 
boundaries of neuroscience. The film 
presents thoughtful, compassionate 
teachers as heroes while proving, yet 
again, that we've only just begun to 
unravel the mysteries of the human 
brain." - Seattle Times 

 
� "Hopeful and inspiring…There's 

something healing about simply 
watching Free the Mind, Danish 
filmmaker Phie Ambo's gentle, 
compassionate documentary 
spotlighting the use of such drug-free 
options such as meditation and 
mindfulness to treat anxiety and 
trauma." - Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Elegant…beautifully crafted…sheds 

light on the mysteries of the human 
mind. The film's style is a rapt 
combination of hushed intimacy and 
gliding elegance." - Variety 

 
Item no. : HH01920217 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 79 minutes 
Audience : College - Adult 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

GROWING UP GREEN 
By Bob Gliner 
 
Growing Up Green profiles a unique 
statewide, hands-on environmental 
education program in Michigan, the Great 
Lakes Stewardship Initiative. For the very 
first time, both rural and urban schools 
across the state are working to increase 
academic performance by involving 
students in local efforts to improve the 
environments they inhabit. 
 
This coordinated statewide approach to 
"place-based education" presents a 
national model for increasing student 
engagement by making education more 
relevant, while also encouraging students 
to become lifelong stewards of the 
environment. 
 
High school students in an interdisciplinary 
science and math class in Houghton 
developed ROV's (remotely operated 
vehicles) to use in underwater 
explorations looking for invasive species. 
Across the state in Alpena, elementary 
school students use similar ROV's to aid 
Fish and Game biologists in their 
research. 
 
In Lansing and nearby Grand Rapids, 
elementary and high school students raise 
salmon in their classrooms, then restock 
local rivers, weaving science, math, 
history and art though their year-long 
curriculum. In Muskegon, elementary 
students plant a former dump site with 
non-invasive species, restoring a natural 
habitat, while learning valuable watershed 
lessons. 
 
In Detroit's inner city, high school students 

renovate 800 houses with energy saving 
devices as part of their science and math 
program, while Detroit middle school 
students perform regular 'tire sweeps' of 
the neighborhood around their school, 
helping a local nonprofit in its recycling 
and poverty alleviation efforts. 
Professional development is offered 
through nine hubs to help teachers 
facilitate inquiry-based learning and 
problem-solving, and to sustain 
school-community partnerships. 
 
Review 
� "The Initiative depicted in this film 

embodies one of the most 
comprehensive and far-reaching 
approaches to place-based 
environmental education in the United 
States." - Gregory Smith, Professor of 
Education, Lewis and Clark 

 
Item no. : RJ01920218 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 27 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10 - Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 150.00 
   
 
 

EMOTIONALLY 

FOCUSED 
 

EMOTIONALLY FOCUSED 

THERAPY WITH SAME-SEX 

COUPLES 
By Sue Johnson 
 
The therapeutic needs of same-sex 
couples are given some long-overdue 
attention in this masterful video with EFT 
originator Dr. Sue Johnson, who offers 
fresh hope to a gay and a lesbian couple 
using her signature framework for 
repairing the partners' emotional "dance." 
 
The underlying assumption in Emotionally 
Focused Therapy, says expert couples 
therapist Dr. Sue Johnson, is that 
vulnerable emotions, emotion regulation 
strategies, and attachment needs and 
fears are universal. In this illuminating new 
video, Johnson applies her 
groundbreaking therapeutic framework to 
the relationship difficulties of two 
same-sex couples, one gay and one 
lesbian. 
 
Tim and Andrew, along with Jamie and 
Kelly, have participated in a handful of EFT 
sessions to understand their seemingly 
deep-seated conflicts and salvage their 
partnerships—or to decide once and for all 
if that's even possible. In consultation with 
their respective therapists, Johnson enters 
the room for an extended session with 
each couple, where she masterfully helps 
deconstruct their relationship patterns, 
meticulously tracks each partner to reveal 
their core attachment messages, and 
employs direct communication tactics to 
guide them closer to the "safe haven" of a 
mutually satisfying bond. All this is done 
with a trusting working alliance and 
empathic attention to the issues same-sex 
couples face—which you'll learn more 

about by watching Johnson's unique panel 
discussion with three other EFT therapists. 
 
If you're looking to increase your skill with 
same-sex couples or gain deeper insight 
into the EFT model for partners of any 
sexual orientation, you'll love this 
engaging and culturally important video. 
 
By watching this video, you will: 
� Understand how the core attachment 

orientation of EFT fits with same-sex 
couples. 

� Learn to apply essential EFT 
interventions to these couples. 

� Deepen your knowledge of the 
particular issues same-sex partners 
face, and ways to adapt EFT to 
address these issues. 

 
Item no. : GM07620450 
Format : 2 DVDs (With Instructor's 

Manual, English subtitles) 
Duration : 220 minutes 
StdBkNo : 1601243839 
Price : USD 251.00 
   
 
 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: FIRE AND ICE 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
From the Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia to 
the Andes of Peru, indigenous highland 
communities battle threats to their forests, 
farms, and faith. 
 
From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous 
customs protect biodiversity on sacred 
lands under pressure from religious 
conflicts and climate change. In the Gamo 
Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists confirm 
the benefits of traditional stewardship 
even as elders witness the decline of 
spiritual practices that have long protected 
trees, meadows and mountains. Tensions 
with evangelical Christians over a sacred 
meadow erupt into a riot. In the Peruvian 
Andes, the Q'eros, on a pilgrimage to a 
revered glacier, are driven from their ritual 
site by intolerant Catholics. Q'eros potato 
farmers face a more ominous foe: global 
warming is melting glaciers, their water 
source. Andes farmers, scientists and 
visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt 
indigenous agriculture to the changing 
climate. 
 
 Review   
���� "One of the most powerful 

documentary series ever made on 
indigenous peoples and their 
resistance to environmental 
exploitation." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : FB02560865 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772969 
Price : USD 250.00 
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STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: ISLANDS OF 

SANCTUARY 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
Aboriginal Australians and Native 
Hawaiians reclaim land from the 
government and the military, and resist the 
erosion of culture and environment. 
 
Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal 
Australians resist threats to their sacred 
places in a growing international 
movement to defend human rights and 
protect the environment. In Australia's 
Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans 
maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and 
resist the destructive effects of a mining 
boom. In Hawai`i, indigenous ecological 
and spiritual practices are used to restore 
the sacred island of Kaho`olawe after 50 
years of military use as a bombing range. 
 
Featuring Patrick Dodson (Yawuru), 
Emmett Aluli and Davianna McGregor 
(Hawai`i), Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), 
Oren Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar 
and Barry Lopez. 
 
 Review   
���� "A tour de force!...An awakening call 

indeed that should be heard around 
the world." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : NY02790866 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772977 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

WISDOM TO SURVIVE, THE: 

CLIMATE CHANGE, 

CAPITALISM & 

COMMUNITY 
Directed by John Ankele & Anne 
Macksoud 
 
Examines the challenges that climate 
change poses and discusses meaningful 
action that can be taken by individuals and 
communities. 
 
THE WISDOM TO SURVIVE accepts the 
consensus of scientists that climate 
change has already arrived, and asks, 
what is keeping us from action? In 
discussions with thought leaders and 
activists, we explore how unlimited growth 
and greed are destroying the life support 
system of the planet, the social fabric of 
the society, and the lives of billions of 
people. 
 
Will we have the wisdom to survive? The 
film features thought leaders and activists 
in the realms of science, economics and 
spirituality discussing how we can evolve 
and take action in the face of climate 
disruption. They urge us to open ourselves 
to the beauty that surrounds us and get to 

work on ensuring it thrives. 
 
Amongst those featured are Bill McKibben, 
Joanna Macy, Roger Payne, Richard 
Heinberg, Gus Speth, Stephanie Kaza, 
Nikki Cooley and Ben Falk. 
 
Reviews 
� "A powerful witness to the possibility 

of change as we awaken to the 
remarkable beauty of our planet." - 
John Grim, Yale Forum on Religion 
and Ecology 

 
 
� "I appreciated the balance of the 

reality of the situation with a feeling of 
hope and connection." - Kat Robbins, 
Place-Based Education Specialist, 
Woodstock, Vermont 

 
� "Beautiful, Heartbreaking, Urgent." - 

Rob Herring, Organicsoul.com 
 
Item no. : AY02790869 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 56 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 1560290382 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

EXERCISE 

PRESCRIPTION 
 

THERMOREGULATION AND 

EXERCISE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
Thermoregulation and Exercise reviews 
the basic factors that are involved in the 
regulation of the body's core temperature 
during exercise training. The DVD 
examines the process of the body trying to 
balance heat while being physical active, 
as well as points out several of the key 
internal body temperature measures 
indicate the baseline for the possibility of 
experiencing the onset of a thermo-related 
illness. The DVD also discusses several 
strategies involving thermoregulation, for 
maintaining health and performance. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Evaporation 
� Heat balance 
� The hypothalamus and hyperthermia 
� Losing a little weight means a lot 
� Heat: fluid rehydration and 

acclimatization 
� Cardiovascular exercise in the heat 
� Monitoring fluid balance: practical 

issues 
� Nutrition mistake 
� Sodium 
� Hyponatremia 
 
Item no. : ZC08501900 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 32 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

EXERCISE 

SCIENCE 
 

THERMOREGULATION AND 

EXERCISE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
Thermoregulation and Exercise reviews 
the basic factors that are involved in the 
regulation of the body's core temperature 
during exercise training. The DVD 
examines the process of the body trying to 
balance heat while being physical active, 
as well as points out several of the key 
internal body temperature measures 
indicate the baseline for the possibility of 
experiencing the onset of a thermo-related 
illness. The DVD also discusses several 
strategies involving thermoregulation, for 
maintaining health and performance. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Evaporation 
� Heat balance 
� The hypothalamus and hyperthermia 
� Losing a little weight means a lot 
� Heat: fluid rehydration and 

acclimatization 
� Cardiovascular exercise in the heat 
� Monitoring fluid balance: practical 

issues 
� Nutrition mistake 
� Sodium 
� Hyponatremia 
 
Item no. : ZC08501900 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 32 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

FINANCE, 

ACCOUNTING & 

TAXATION 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

ACCOUNTING BASICS AND 

DEFINITIONS 
What do GAAP and OCBOA mean? What 
are revenues, expenses, assets, and 
liabilities? What are the stages of the 
accounting cycle? This video answers 
those questions and many others as it 
introduces viewers to the process of 
accounting as illustrated by a cupcake 
shop and a medical clinic. Sections 
include: Importance of Accurate 
Accounting, Basic Accounting Terms, 
Financial Reporting, Income Statements, 
Balance Sheets: Assets, Balance Sheets: 
Liabilities and Owner Equity, and 
Statements of Cash Flows. 
 
Item no. : WA00275316 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089765 
Price : USD 100.00 
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ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING ASSETS AND 

PAYROLL 
Assets and payroll are critical components 
of the accounting process and essential 
for any business to succeed. After 
watching this video, viewers will 
understand the managing of assets, which 
are resources owned by a company that 
help with its operations and can be 
converted to cash, and the managing of 
payroll—salaries, wages, bonuses and 
commissions, overtime pay, payroll taxes 
and costs, employer-paid benefits, and 
profit-sharing plans. Sections include: 
Tangible and Intangible Assets, Asset 
Accounts, Grouping Assets, Depreciation, 
Payroll Accounting, and The Matching 
Principle for Payroll Accounting. A graphic 
design firm and a software company serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : BZ02305317 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089796 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MANAGING INVENTORY 
Inventory can include products that a 
company makes and sells, products that it 
purchases and resells, and products that it 
sells on consignment. Through this video, 
viewers will learn how companies manage 
their goods as illustrated by a 
consignment shop, a large grocery store, 
a hardware store, a construction company, 
a chemical plant, a jewelry store, a gas 
station, and a boutique clothing store. 
Sections include: Types of Inventory, 
Inventory Assessment and Systems, 
Costing Methods, Costing Methods in 
Action, Specific Identification Method of 
Inventory Costing, Conservatism and 
Inventory, and Inventory Adjustments and 
Estimates. 
 
Item no. : PF02455318 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089789 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

ACCOUNTING 

FUNDAMENTALS: 

MATCHING CONCEPT AND 

ACCOUNTING CYCLE 
All businesses understand that it's vital to 
keep accurate records and monitor them 
on a regular basis. After watching this 
video, viewers will have a grasp of the 
matching concept, which helps avoid 
misstated earnings for a period, and the 
accounting cycle, which helps identify 
errors and provide the data needed for 
income statements and balance sheets. 

Sections include: Cash Basis vs. Accrual 
Basis, The Matching Concept, The 
Accounting Cycle, and The Accounting 
Cycle Quick Review. A home-based online 
gift basket business, a software company, 
a car repair shop, and a hair salon serve 
as examples. 
 
Item no. : YL00275319 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089772 
Price : USD 100.00 
   
 
 

GENERAL BIOLOGY 
 

CELL BIOLOGY: 

STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, 

AND PROCESSES - CELL 

DIVISION AND GROWTH 
The cell cycle is a series of developmental 
and growth events that chart the normal 
life of a cell. This program uses 
easy-to-follow animation to illustrate the 
growth phases of the cell cycle and the 
processes of mitosis and cytokinesis that 
follow. The distinct phases of 
mitosis—including prophase, metaphase, 
anaphase and telophase—are described 
in detail. The program also explains 
meiosis, a variation of mitosis involving the 
formation of gametes in two stages. 
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is 
also covered, including the effects of 
uncontrolled cell division (cancer). 
 
Item no. : AK02305320 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089970 
Price : USD 130.00 
   
 
 

CELL BIOLOGY: 

STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, 

AND PROCESSES - CELL 

METABOLISM AND 

RESPIRATION 
All living organisms need energy to 
perform day-to-day tasks. Using 
straightforward, vibrant animation to 
anchor otherwise complex ideas, this 
program shows how that energy is created 
through the metabolic processes of 
catabolism, aerobic cellular respiration, 
and anabolism. Respiration is covered in 
depth, with detailed explanations of 
glycolysis, the Krebs cycle and the 
electron transport chain. Also covered is 
fermentation and anaerobic cellular 
respiration, and how cells help build large, 
complex molecules through the process of 
anabolism. 
 
Item no. : RB02455321 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089963 
Price : USD 130.00 

CELL BIOLOGY: 

STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, 

AND PROCESSES - CELL 

STRUCTURE AND 

FUNCTION 
This program explores the basic structure 
of both animal and plant cells and the 
specific functions that different cell 
components serve. After an overview of a 
complete cell, individual segments dive in 
to detail each of the specific parts. 
Discrete, pedagogical segments cover: the 
plasma membrane, extracellular matrix, 
flagellum and cilia, the nucleus, nucleolus, 
nuclear envelope, cytosol and cytoplasm, 
the rough and smooth endoplasmic 
reticula, the golgi apparatus, ribosomes, 
lysosomes, vacuoles, peroxisome, and 
mitochondria. Where plant and animal 
cells different is made clear, and separate 
segments on structures unique to plants 
include the cell wall, plasmodesmata, and 
chloroplasts. 
 
Item no. : LK00275322 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 22 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089956 
Price : USD 130.00 
   
 
 

CELL BIOLOGY: 

STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, 

AND PROCESSES - STEM 

CELLS AND CELLULAR 

DIFFERENTIATION 
That a tiny collection of cells can divide, 
multiply, and transform into the proper 
combination of lung cells, brain cells, bone, 
muscle, and more—eventually becoming 
a fully formed human being—is often 
referred to as the miracle of life. But at the 
cellular level, this is the story of stem cells, 
cellular differentiation, and gene 
expression. This program explores these 
topics, detailing the different types of stem 
cells (embryonic and adult), and when 
they leave the cell cycle to enter 
differentiation. Cell mutation, gene 
expression, and the process of 
epigenetics are also covered. Stem cell 
potency is also reviewed, as is the role 
and promise of stem cells in medical 
research, including the pros and cons of 
using embryonic versus adult-derived 
stem cells. 
 
Item no. : FS02305323 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 21 minutes 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 9780816089987 
Price : USD 130.00 
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GERIATRIC CARE 

MANAGEMENT 
 

BILLING SERVICES & 

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS 
Organization is paramount to successful 
care management; learn proven skills, 
prioritization methods and more. To Bill or 
Not to Bill… sometimes it's just not clear. 
Learn from an expert how to increase 
billable time and decrease non-billable 
time. Learn proven organizational skills to 
keep a GCM on track to proactively and 
efficiently serve clients. 
 
Item no. : MF03830271 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

BRINGING FAMILIES 

TOGETHER FOR OUR 

CLIENTS SAKE 
Learn strategies to help resolve family 
conflicts. Empower families to be involved 
in their parent's care even from a distance. 
Mom or money? Learn how to help 
families come to terms with circumstances 
they will live with forever. Second and third 
spouses, oh my! Discover ways to help 
blended families work together for the 
common good of the family. 
 
Item no. : DV04100272 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

COMMUNICATING YOUR 

VALUE TO DEVELOP 

LONG-TERM CLIENTS 
Develop skills and techniques to cultivate 
clients through effective communication 
that demonstrates your value. Enhance 
verbal and written communication skills. 
Learn to cultivate clients towards a 
long-term care management relationship. 
Document to avoid liability. 
 
Item no. : NJ04160276 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

COMPREHENSIVE CARE 

PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
Learn how to develop exceptional care 
plans that will provide the outcomes your 
client expects. Get positive client 
outcomes with proven techniques to 
ensure your care plans are implemented 
as intended. Learn to engage clients, 
families, and service providers in the plan 
for more effective results. 

Item no. : VD03830277 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

DEVELOPING & 

MONITORING AN 

EFFECTIVE CARE TEAM 
Learn how to get the most of in-home and 
facility based care providers, including 
strategies to lead care team and 
professional advisor meetings. Develop 
strategies and learn best practice 
techniques to facilitate the client outcomes 
you are expecting. Develop teams that 
really work. Learn to do more than monitor 
care – enhance it! 
 
Item no. : BJ04100278 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL 

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS & 

ASSESSMENT SKILLS 
Learn how to build a trusting relationship 
with clients through proven techniques. 
Understand the reluctant client & how to 
convey the benefits of hiring a GCM. 
Discover practice-based assessments 
skills, including invaluable tricks of the 
trade. 
 
Item no. : TV04160279 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER 

SERVICE SKILLS 
Enhance your practice by proven 
strategies that keep clients and their 
responsible parties happy. Demonstrate 
your skills to increase referrals and 
profitability. Discover quality assurance 
programs that work. 
 
Item no. : ZL03830280 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

FACTS ABOUT ADVANCED 

DIRECTIVES 
Develop an understanding of the purpose 
& function of a Living Will, Healthcare 
Surrogate, Power of Attorney, & Do Not 
Resuscitate Order. Learn the basics & 
more about advanced directives, including 
typical scenarios GCM's experience. 
Instructive case studies are based on 
Florida law. 

 
Item no. : ZU04100281 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

GERIATRIC CARE 

MANAGER AS RESOURCE 

EXPERT 
Discover research, evaluation & 
networking methods to develop a 
database of resources. Learn what every 
GCM needs to know about Medicare & 
Medicaid. Understand how to ensure you 
are recommending the right service for 
each client's unique situation. Gain insight 
into the skills needed to build successful 
relationships with targeted professionals to 
enhance your ability to serve your client. 
 
Item no. : TS04160282 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR 

THE GERIATRIC CARE 

MANAGER 
Attendees will learn strategies to protect 
themselves from potential liability while 
practicing care management. Attendees 
will be able to identify risk factors that may 
impact their potential liability. Attendees 
will learn ways to proactively limit their 
liability when providing industry standard 
care management practices. 
 
Item no. : YB03830286 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

SUCCESSFULLY 

RELOCATING CLIENTS 
Discover how to determine levels of care, 
facility types & differences, & best 
practices when moving a client. Learn 
dependable considerations when 
recommending a particular housing setting 
for your client. Understand the important 
GCM expertise needed by facility bound 
clients, such as efficient review of medical 
charts and the art of facilitating a care plan 
meeting. 
 
Item no. : NB04100287 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
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WHAT IS A GERIATRIC 

CARE MANAGER 
Hear a practical review of the NAPGCM 
Standards of Practice & Pledge of Ethics, 
with real case scenarios to deepen your 
understanding. Develop an understanding 
of how to confidently position yourself as a 
Professional Advisor with other 
professionals (i.e. Physician, Attorney, 
Financial Planner, etc.). Develop your 
"elevator" speech to ensure effective 
communication when describing the role 
of a professional GCM. 
 
Item no. : HB04160288 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

WORKING WITH 

SPECIALTY POPULATIONS 

TO INCREASE BUSINESS 
Enhance your referral base by learning 
strategies to work with specialty 
populations. Many other client populations 
require advocacy; learn how to market to 
and serve specialty populations, such as 
individuals with Special Need Trusts (SNT) 
and suffering from mental illness. 
Investigate partnering with disease 
research/treatment foundations. 
 
Item no. : ZK03830289 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 109.00 
   
 
 

GLOBAL ISSUES 
 

WISDOM TO SURVIVE, THE: 

CLIMATE CHANGE, 

CAPITALISM & 

COMMUNITY 
Directed by John Ankele & Anne 
Macksoud 
 
Examines the challenges that climate 
change poses and discusses meaningful 
action that can be taken by individuals and 
communities. 
 
THE WISDOM TO SURVIVE accepts the 
consensus of scientists that climate 
change has already arrived, and asks, 
what is keeping us from action? In 
discussions with thought leaders and 
activists, we explore how unlimited growth 
and greed are destroying the life support 
system of the planet, the social fabric of 
the society, and the lives of billions of 
people. 
 
Will we have the wisdom to survive? The 
film features thought leaders and activists 
in the realms of science, economics and 
spirituality discussing how we can evolve 
and take action in the face of climate 
disruption. They urge us to open ourselves 
to the beauty that surrounds us and get to 

work on ensuring it thrives. 
 
Amongst those featured are Bill McKibben, 
Joanna Macy, Roger Payne, Richard 
Heinberg, Gus Speth, Stephanie Kaza, 
Nikki Cooley and Ben Falk. 
 
Reviews 
� "A powerful witness to the possibility 

of change as we awaken to the 
remarkable beauty of our planet." - 
John Grim, Yale Forum on Religion 
and Ecology 

 
 
� "I appreciated the balance of the 

reality of the situation with a feeling of 
hope and connection." - Kat Robbins, 
Place-Based Education Specialist, 
Woodstock, Vermont 

 
� "Beautiful, Heartbreaking, Urgent." - 

Rob Herring, Organicsoul.com 
 
Item no. : AY02790869 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 56 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2014 
StdBkNo : 1560290382 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
 

DESIGN X RAY - BETTER 

LIVING THROUGH DESIGN 
Robert Brunner (Former Apple design 
chief), Stefan Sagmeister (Graphic 
Designer), and Mauro Porcini (Chief 
Design Officer at Pepsico) speak about 
how their extraordinary products were 
created and have connected with people 
in everyday life. 
 
Item no. : KA00161793 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - DESIGN IS 

EVERYWHERE 
Will Wright (Game Designer), Dror 
Benshetrit (Industrial Designer), Tom 
Geismar and Sagi Haviv (Logo & Identity 
Designer), and Ivan Chermayeff (Designer, 
Illustrator & Artist) present their creative 
process of iconic designs that interact with 
people, from computer games; even an 
Island. 
 
Item no. : FP00161794 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

DESIGNERS IN THE 

PENTAGRAM 
Three Partners in New York design firm 
Pentagram, Paula Scher, Natasha Jen, 
and Michael Bierut have successfully 
worked in different aspects of design; such 
as brand identity, the Android lock screen, 
packaging, and LED screen. They also 
discuss "good design" in this episode. 
 
Item no. : TH00161795 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

FRIENDSHIP AND GREAT 

DESIGN 
Milton Glaser (Graphic Designer), Mirko 
Ilic (Illustrator & Graphic Designer), and 
Adam Tihany (Hospitality Designer) share 
their stories of how they design, who 
inspired them, and how they came up with 
great ideas of iconic graphic designs and 
hospitality designs. 
 
Item no. : NW00161796 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - LISTEN TO 

YOUR INNER VOICE 
Shantell Martin (Artist), Ji Lee 
(Communication Designer), Chip Kidd 
(Book cover designer) have their own 
ways in finding creative solutions, not only 
for their work but also for their personal 
projects. 
 
Item no. : SD00161797 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
   
 
 

DESIGN X RAY - 

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN 
This episode explores the creativity of 
Jake Barton (Interaction Designer), 
Masamichi Udagawa and Sigi Moeslinger 
(Industrial Designer), and Dustin Mierau 
(Chief Design Officer at Path) and how 
they work on even the simplest of projects 
with the user in mind. 
 
Item no. : FA00161798 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 23 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 195.00 
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GROUP THERAPY 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL 

ASPECTS OF GROUP 

COUNSELING: PROCESS, 

LEADERSHIP, AND 

SUPERVISION 
By Rex Stockton 
 
Gain new skills for leading psychotherapy 
groups in this video featuring seasoned 
group expert, Rex Stockton, supervising 
two students as they lead a 16-week 
group to deeper insight, connection, and 
personal engagement. 
 
Whether you've led, observed or 
participated in therapeutic process groups, 
you've likely sensed that they have 
concrete, discernible phases. In this 
educational video, Dr. Rex Stockton 
explicitly demystifies these phases in a 
straightforward way, offering clear outlines 
interspersed with corresponding 
demonstrations of the developmental 
stages of short-term group therapy, 
co-facilitated by two of Stockton's 
supervisees. 
 
This group takes a journey, indeed! The 
video is both ambitious and adventurous, 
and you'll feel gratified watching leaders 
Eddie and Kent take their insights from 
Stockton's supervision back to the group 
at each stage. The six group members 
(seamlessly role-played by Stockton's 
other counseling students) learn as they 
go, staying engaged amid emotional 
uncertainty and interpersonal rifts that 
threaten group cohesion. 
 
You'll see the two leaders gain confidence 
over the course of the group, offering 
process statements that encourage 
thoughtful cross-communication, titrating 
the pace of individual contributions, and 
helping members translate insight into 
action. Nearing the group's end, each 
member is invited to resolve unfinished 
business while processing both the 
closure of the group and plans for 
integrating the work into their lives. At the 
group's close, all involved are genuinely 
moved by the experience. 
 
By watching this video, you will: 
� Understand the developmental stages 

and trajectory of short-term group 
counseling. 

� Identify clinical signposts for making 
effective group interventions. 

� Learn tools for supporting group 
members in self-disclosure, 
processing group milestones, and 
integrating the work. 

 
Item no. : NS07620449 
Format : Streaming (1 Year) 
Duration : 131 minutes 
Price : USD 210.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 

PROMISE OF GROUP 

THERAPY, THE: THE 

BEGINNING PHASES 
By Vivian Nelson, Bill Roller 
 
THIS THREE-PART SERIES presents 
scenes from a spontaneous, unscripted 
group that met for ten sessions with 
individuals willing to reveal themselves 
before a live camera. 
 
The six-hour series introduces a unique 
way to conceptualize small group process. 
As the group evolves, the videos 
demonstrate the phases of group therapy 
development and emergent leadership 
roles articulated by Ariadne P. Beck, 
founder of the Chicago Group 
Development Research Team and 
preeminent researcher in the field of group 
dynamics.  
 
Throughout the series provide concise 
(and, we hope, incisive) commentary on 
the group, so that the viewer learns how 
object relations can be applied to the 
group therapy setting. The work of other 
systems theorists is also introduced, 
providing a practical method to contain 
conflict and intense affect by the skillful 
use of subgroups.  
 
Such basic concepts as projective 
identification, dissociation, part-object 
transference, and countertransference are 
clearly illustrated. In our commentary we 
try to elaborate the meaning of the group 
structure and demonstrate how it maybe 
used to facilitate the growth of each 
member. 
 
Item no. : ZP32920002 
Format : DVD 
Price : USD 265.00 
   
 
 

PROMISE OF GROUP 

THERAPY, THE: THE 

ENDING PHASES 
By Vivian Nelson, Bill Roller 
 
THIS THREE-PART SERIES presents 
scenes from a spontaneous, unscripted 
group that met for ten sessions with 
individuals willing to reveal themselves 
before a live camera. 
 
The six-hour series introduces a unique 
way to conceptualize small group process. 
As the group evolves, the videos 
demonstrate the phases of group therapy 
development and emergent leadership 
roles articulated by Ariadne P. Beck, 
founder of the Chicago Group 
Development Research Team and 
preeminent researcher in the field of group 
dynamics.  
 
Throughout the series provide concise 
(and, we hope, incisive) commentary on 
the group, so that the viewer learns how 
object relations can be applied to the 
group therapy setting. The work of other 
systems theorists is also introduced, 
providing a practical method to contain 
conflict and intense affect by the skillful 

use of subgroups.  
 
Such basic concepts as projective 
identification, dissociation, part-object 
transference, and countertransference are 
clearly illustrated. In our commentary we 
try to elaborate the meaning of the group 
structure and demonstrate how it maybe 
used to facilitate the growth of each 
member. 
 
Item no. : KY32920003 
Format : DVD 
Price : USD 265.00 
   
 
 

PROMISE OF GROUP 

THERAPY, THE: THE 

MIDDLE PHASES 
By Vivian Nelson, Bill Roller 
 
THIS THREE-PART SERIES presents 
scenes from a spontaneous, unscripted 
group that met for ten sessions with 
individuals willing to reveal themselves 
before a live camera. 
 
The six-hour series introduces a unique 
way to conceptualize small group process. 
As the group evolves, the videos 
demonstrate the phases of group therapy 
development and emergent leadership 
roles articulated by Ariadne P. Beck, 
founder of the Chicago Group 
Development Research Team and 
preeminent researcher in the field of group 
dynamics.  
 
Throughout the series provide concise 
(and, we hope, incisive) commentary on 
the group, so that the viewer learns how 
object relations can be applied to the 
group therapy setting. The work of other 
systems theorists is also introduced, 
providing a practical method to contain 
conflict and intense affect by the skillful 
use of subgroups.  
 
Such basic concepts as projective 
identification, dissociation, part-object 
transference, and countertransference are 
clearly illustrated. In our commentary we 
try to elaborate the meaning of the group 
structure and demonstrate how it maybe 
used to facilitate the growth of each 
member. 
 
Item no. : KA32920004 
Format : DVD 
Price : USD 265.00 
   
 
 

HEALTH 
 

FREE THE MIND 
By Phie Ambo 
 
Free the Mind profiles the pioneering work 
of renowned psychologist Richard 
Davidson, who, by studying the practices 
of Tibetan monks and others, found that it 
is possible to rewire the brain through 
meditation and mental training exercises. 
 
Named one of Time Magazine's 100 most 
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influential people in 2006, Dr. Davidson 
has dedicated himself to applying this 
hopeful discovery to improve the lives of 
people throughout the world. He founded 
the Center for Investigating Healthy Minds 
at the University of Wisconsin to study 
whether and how contemplative traditions 
change our brains and can help people 
overcome mental trauma and live happier 
lives. 
 
Filmed at the Center, Free the Mind 
follows three test subjects on an 
emotionally-charged journey through 
life-changing experiments overseen by Dr. 
Davidson that delve into the deepest 
recesses of the human mind. 
 
Steve and Rich are American veterans 
who served in Iraq and Afghanistan and 
are tormented by painful wartime 
memories. Will is a five-year-old suffering 
from ADHD and severe anxiety whose 
parents are eager to find treatment options 
other than traditional medications. Can Dr. 
Davidson free these three from their 
troubled existences and help them lead 
happier lives? 
 
The film explores the intersection between 
modern neuroscience and ancient 
contemplative practices, as well as deeper 
questions about the nature of 
consciousness and how it manifests in the 
brain and body. Animated segments vividly 
depict the effects on the brain of the 
techniques being employed, helping 
viewers understand the complex ideas 
involved. 
 
Reviews 
� "Free the Mind qualifies as a 

pioneering inquiry at the outermost 
boundaries of neuroscience. The film 
presents thoughtful, compassionate 
teachers as heroes while proving, yet 
again, that we've only just begun to 
unravel the mysteries of the human 
brain." - Seattle Times 

 
� "Hopeful and inspiring…There's 

something healing about simply 
watching Free the Mind, Danish 
filmmaker Phie Ambo's gentle, 
compassionate documentary 
spotlighting the use of such drug-free 
options such as meditation and 
mindfulness to treat anxiety and 
trauma." - Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Elegant…beautifully crafted…sheds 

light on the mysteries of the human 
mind. The film's style is a rapt 
combination of hushed intimacy and 
gliding elegance." - Variety 

 
Item no. : HH01920217 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 79 minutes 
Audience : College - Adult 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PROFIT AND 

LOSS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
From Papua New Guinea to the tar sands 
of Alberta, Canada, native people fight the 
loss of land, water, and health to mining 
and oil industries. 
 
From New Guinean rainforests to 
Canada's tar sands, PROFIT AND LOSS 
exposes industrial threats to native 
peoples' health, livelihood and cultural 
survival. In Papua New Guinea, a 
Chinese-government owned nickel mine 
has violently relocated villagers to a taboo 
sacred mountain, built a new pipeline and 
refinery on contested clan land, and is 
dumping mining waste into the sea. In 
Alberta, First Nations people suffer from 
rare cancers as their traditional hunting 
grounds are stripmined to unearth the 
world's third-largest oil reserve. 
Indigenous people tell their own 
stories-and confront us with the ethical 
consequences of our culture of 
consumption. 
 
 Review   
���� "The striking parallels between the 

Chinese [in] Papua New Guinea and 
the Canadian…oil sands project are 
brought out well and poignantly in this 
film." - Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, 
Department of Anthropology, 
Georgetown University 

 
Item no. : CF02560868 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772950 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

HIPAA AND CLAS 

STANDARDS 
 

CLAS ACT PART 1 - 

PLANNING OF CLAS 

STANDARDS 
he National Standards for Culturally and 
Linguistically Appropriate Services in 
Health and Health Care (the National 
CLAS Standards) are intended to advance 
health equity, improve quality, and help 
eliminate health care disparities. This 
two-part program will provide a blueprint 
for individuals and health and health care 
organizations to implement culturally and 
linguistically appropriate services. 
Adoption of these Standards will help 
advance better health and health care in 
the United States. 
 
Program One will consist of steps you can 
use to assist you in planning for the roll out 
of CLAS standards. 
 
Item no. : PM03830274 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Price : USD 125.00 

CLAS ACT PART 2 - 

IMPLEMENTING OF CLAS 

STANDARDS 
The National Standards for Culturally and 
Linguistically Appropriate Services in 
Health and Health Care (the National 
CLAS Standards) are intended to advance 
health equity, improve quality, and help 
eliminate health care disparities. This 
two-part program will provide a blueprint 
for individuals and health and health care 
organizations to implement culturally and 
linguistically appropriate services. 
Adoption of these Standards will help 
advance better health and health care in 
the United States.  
 
Program Two will leverage what you have 
learned in program one to help you 
implement the CLAS standards within your 
facility. 
 
Item no. : NA04100275 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 30 minutes 
Price : USD 125.00 
   
 
 

NEW HIPAA RULES - A 

BRIEFING ON HIPAA RULE 

CHANGES 
This continuing education activity has 
been developed as basic resource for 
HIPAA Covered Entity personnel such as 
HIPAA privacy and security officers, 
privacy contacts, risk managers, counsel, 
information management and information 
technology personnel, compliance officers 
and leadership at all levels interested in 
establishing a foundation for further 
in-depth study of HIPAA March 26, 2013, 
Privacy, Security and Breach Notification 
rules. 
 
Item no. : MC03830283 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 53 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 325.00 
   
 
 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
 

AFTER TILLER 
Directed by Martha Shane, Lane Wilson 
 
Sheds a humanistic light on the heated 
abortion debate by going inside the lives of 
the last four doctors in America who 
openly provide third-trimester abortions. 
 
Since the assassination of Dr. George 
Tiller in Kansas in May 2009, there are 
only four American doctors left who openly 
provide third-trimester abortions. AFTER 
TILLER paints a complex, compassionate 
portrait of these physicians--Dr. LeRoy 
Carhart, Dr. Warren Hern, Dr. Susan 
Robinson and Dr. Shelley Sella--who have 
become the new number-one targets of 
the anti-abortion movement, yet continue 
to risk their lives every day to do work that 
many believe is murder, but which they 
believe is profoundly important for their 
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patients' lives. 
 
The film weaves together revealing, 
in-depth interviews with the doctors with 
intimate verite scenes from their lives and 
inside their clinics, where they counsel 
and care for their anxious, vulnerable 
patients at an important crossroads in their 
lives. By sharing the moving stories of 
several of these patients, AFTER TILLER 
illuminates the experiences of women who 
seek late abortions and the reasons why 
they do so. 
 
Reviews 
� "A rare feat...a calm, humanist 

documentary about a hot-button 
topic" - Alissa Simon, Variety 

 
� "Intimate and heartfelt...Brings an 

emotional clarity to an issue in which 
every nuanced turn of phrase has 
been made politically complicated." - 
The Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Extraordinarily compassionate and 

thought-provoking...An important film 
that looks unblinkingly at an important 
subject." - FlavorWire 

 
Awards 
� Human Rights Award, Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival 
� Documentary Jury Prize, Sarasota 

Film Festival 
� HotDocs, Canadian Documentary 

Film Festival 
 
Item no. : DE01110864 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 88 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772993 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

HUMANITIES 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PILGRIMS AND 

TOURISTS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
In the Altai Republic of Russia and in 
Northern California, indigenous shamans 
resist massive government projects that 
threaten nature and culture. 
 
In the Russian Republic of Altai, traditional 
native people create their own mountain 
parks, to rein in tourism and resist a gas 
pipeline that would cut through a World 
Heritage Site. In northern California, 
Winnemem Wintu girls grind herbs on a 
sacred medicine rock, as elders protest 
U.S. government plans to enlarge one of 
the West's biggest dams and forever 
submerge this touchstone of a tribe. 
 
Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), Oren 
Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar and 
Barry Lopez provide insights on a growing 
global indigenous movement for human 
rights and environmental protection. 
 

Reviews 
� "Beautifully portrays the stunning Altai 

Mountains...and the anguish of 
indigenous spiritual leaders." - 
Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, Center 
for Eurasian, Russian and Eastern 
European Studies, Georgetown 
University 

 
 Award   
���� Best Documentary Feature, American 

Indian Film Festival 
 
Item no. : RW01110867 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772942 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

INDIGENOUS 

PEOPLES 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: FIRE AND ICE 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
From the Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia to 
the Andes of Peru, indigenous highland 
communities battle threats to their forests, 
farms, and faith. 
 
From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous 
customs protect biodiversity on sacred 
lands under pressure from religious 
conflicts and climate change. In the Gamo 
Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists confirm 
the benefits of traditional stewardship 
even as elders witness the decline of 
spiritual practices that have long protected 
trees, meadows and mountains. Tensions 
with evangelical Christians over a sacred 
meadow erupt into a riot. In the Peruvian 
Andes, the Q'eros, on a pilgrimage to a 
revered glacier, are driven from their ritual 
site by intolerant Catholics. Q'eros potato 
farmers face a more ominous foe: global 
warming is melting glaciers, their water 
source. Andes farmers, scientists and 
visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt 
indigenous agriculture to the changing 
climate. 
 
 Review   
���� "One of the most powerful 

documentary series ever made on 
indigenous peoples and their 
resistance to environmental 
exploitation." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : FB02560865 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772969 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: ISLANDS OF 

SANCTUARY 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
Aboriginal Australians and Native 
Hawaiians reclaim land from the 
government and the military, and resist the 
erosion of culture and environment. 
 
Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal 
Australians resist threats to their sacred 
places in a growing international 
movement to defend human rights and 
protect the environment. In Australia's 
Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans 
maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and 
resist the destructive effects of a mining 
boom. In Hawai`i, indigenous ecological 
and spiritual practices are used to restore 
the sacred island of Kaho`olawe after 50 
years of military use as a bombing range. 
 
Featuring Patrick Dodson (Yawuru), 
Emmett Aluli and Davianna McGregor 
(Hawai`i), Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), 
Oren Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar 
and Barry Lopez. 
 
 Review   
���� "A tour de force!...An awakening call 

indeed that should be heard around 
the world." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : NY02790866 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772977 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PILGRIMS AND 

TOURISTS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
In the Altai Republic of Russia and in 
Northern California, indigenous shamans 
resist massive government projects that 
threaten nature and culture. 
 
In the Russian Republic of Altai, traditional 
native people create their own mountain 
parks, to rein in tourism and resist a gas 
pipeline that would cut through a World 
Heritage Site. In northern California, 
Winnemem Wintu girls grind herbs on a 
sacred medicine rock, as elders protest 
U.S. government plans to enlarge one of 
the West's biggest dams and forever 
submerge this touchstone of a tribe. 
 
Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), Oren 
Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar and 
Barry Lopez provide insights on a growing 
global indigenous movement for human 
rights and environmental protection. 
 
Reviews 
� "Beautifully portrays the stunning Altai 

Mountains...and the anguish of 
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indigenous spiritual leaders." - 
Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, Center 
for Eurasian, Russian and Eastern 
European Studies, Georgetown 
University 

 
 Award   
���� Best Documentary Feature, American 

Indian Film Festival 
 
Item no. : RW01110867 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772942 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PROFIT AND 

LOSS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
From Papua New Guinea to the tar sands 
of Alberta, Canada, native people fight the 
loss of land, water, and health to mining 
and oil industries. 
 
From New Guinean rainforests to 
Canada's tar sands, PROFIT AND LOSS 
exposes industrial threats to native 
peoples' health, livelihood and cultural 
survival. In Papua New Guinea, a 
Chinese-government owned nickel mine 
has violently relocated villagers to a taboo 
sacred mountain, built a new pipeline and 
refinery on contested clan land, and is 
dumping mining waste into the sea. In 
Alberta, First Nations people suffer from 
rare cancers as their traditional hunting 
grounds are stripmined to unearth the 
world's third-largest oil reserve. 
Indigenous people tell their own 
stories-and confront us with the ethical 
consequences of our culture of 
consumption. 
 
 Review   
���� "The striking parallels between the 

Chinese [in] Papua New Guinea and 
the Canadian…oil sands project are 
brought out well and poignantly in this 
film." - Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, 
Department of Anthropology, 
Georgetown University 

 
Item no. : CF02560868 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772950 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEGAL STUDIES 
 

COURT UP NORTH 
This is an exclusive look into the workings 
of the Territory's unique bush courts. In 
this first of a two part series we travel with 
the former Northern Territory Chief 
Magistrate, Hilary Hannam, and 
Magistrate Sue Oliver to the remote 
locations of Gunbalanya and Alyangula. 
 
In part two, Hilary Hannam and Sue Oliver 
discuss the issues overwhelming the 
justice system and the challenge of 
meeting community expectations. 
 
Item no. : PA07500098 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 54 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 110.00 
   
 
 

CRY FREEDOM: 

MANDELA'S LEGACY 
Nelson Mandela promised a South Africa 
based on freedom and equality. But as the 
country's former leader lies in hospital 
critically ill, the nation he fought to create 
is slowly disintegrating. 
 
Reporter Matthew Carney goes to South 
Africa to try and understand the forces that 
threaten to pull the "rainbow nation" apart. 
What he finds after nearly 20 years of ANC 
in government is a tiny black elite have 
enriched themselves at the expense of a 
poor black majority. For the poor not much 
has changed... eighteen million people live 
on less than two dollars a day. 
 
The Marikana mine massacre illuminates 
the massive contradictions and difficulties 
confronting the country. On the 16th 
August last year, 3,000 miners gathered to 
protest sub-standard wages. The police 
opened fire killing 34 people and 
wounding another 78. Some were killed in 
the initial attack, but it's alleged that many 
who died were actually shot in cold blood 
by police after the initial salvos were fired. 
Later, it was alleged the police planted 
weapons on the dead to justify their 
actions. 
 
Carney talks to miners and protestors who 
survived the massacre, many of whom tell 
their stories for the first time. Some claim 
they were tortured and one miner tells how 
he was shot seven times by a black 
policeman. Marikana shocked the nation 
and evoked powerful memories of 
Apartheid massacres like Sharpeville and 
Soweto. 
 
The program also looks at the 
Commission of Inquiry that has been set 
up to find out what really happened at 
Marikana. A year on from the tragedy the 
Inquiry is bogged down in legal argument 
and there is a serious threat that 
government funding will be cut for the 
miners' legal costs. 
 
Item no. : HZ07720026 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 

Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 

HACKED! 
While debate rages over Australia's border 
security, there's growing evidence that the 
greatest threat to Australia's national 
security potentially comes from foreign 
computer hackers. Few in government or 
business will admit the full extent of the 
break-ins, with one expert calling it a "dirty 
little secret". 
 
Reporter Andrew Fowler reveals that 
hackers, working from locations overseas, 
have targeted key Federal Government 
departments and major corporations in 
Australia. Their intention is to steal 
national security secrets and vital 
business information. 
 
In one case, an Australian company that 
supplies secret communications 
equipment used by military across the 
globe had its computer network hacked. It 
appears the hackers accessed the system 
holding vital design information involving a 
military radio system. The break-in meant 
secure communications used by 
Australia's allies could be compromised. 
 
A deafening silence surrounds this issue. 
Companies won't speak about the 
break-ins because they fear it will alarm 
clients and shareholders. Governments 
refuse to speak up because inevitably they 
will be asked, who is doing this? The 
answer is uncomfortable. 
 
A number of people, including former 
government advisors in cyber security, 
claim the digital trail leads to China. 
Although it's unclear if the hackers are 
working for the Chinese Government, 
those same experts believe that any 
company doing significant business in 
China must assume it will be the target of 
corporate espionage. 
 
Item no. : AT07720044 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

IN GOOGLE WE TRUST 
Every hour of every day, our digital 
interactions are being recorded and 
logged. We live in the age of 'big data', 
where seemingly mundane information 
about how we go about our lives has 
enormous value. 
 
With the help of expert data trackers, we 
follow the information trail of an ordinary 
Australian family. We follow their data over 
a typical day, watching as it is 
surreptitiously recorded by government 
agencies and private organisations. Who 
gathers the information, what are they 
doing with it and what are your legal 
rights? 
 
The internet has brought us conveniences 
once unimaginable. You can shop online, 
diagnose illnesses, and send 'selfies' 
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whenever you want. But it isn't all one way 
traffic. Every time you use a search engine 
like Google, or access an 'app' on your 
smartphone, your activity is logged by 
companies around the world - many 
you've never even heard of. 
 
That sometimes intensely personal data is 
either used or sold to make money. 
 
Four Corners' investigation reveals that 
not only are we being tracked online by 
marketers but Australia's own government 
agencies are secretly monitoring our 
digital travels. 
 
Item no. : TP07500053 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

LIFE SKILLS 
 

MONEY SMART 
Make "cents" of your finances! How do 
you money and what do you need to know 
to get a financial advantage? Make dollars 
and cents of your money now so you build 
financial security for your future starting 
today. Money Smart features financial and 
business professionals sharing their 
knowledge and insight into all aspects of 
money to impart to viewers what they 
need to know about their finances through 
short segments, including: 
 
Earning – Understanding your paycheck 
(3:14) 
Saving and Investing – Planning for rainy 
days and your future (5:02) 
Spending – Managing your expenses 
online (5:14) 
Owing – Borrowing and paying your debts 
(6:19) 
Tracking and Giving – Living within your 
means and sharing with others (5:31) 
 
Item no. : NN01070375 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : Approx. 25 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 110.00 
   
 
 

STOP TRAFFICK: HUMAN 

TRAFFICKING IN AMERICA 
Human trafficking is the business of 
slavery – buying, owing, and selling 
people – and there are more people facing 
this reality today than at any other point in 
history. Uncover the horrifying and 
heartbreaking underworld of human 
slavery through this fictional short film. 
While the story accurately illustrates 
trafficking in America, it also demonstrates 
there is plenty of reason to hope. The tide 
is turning. We CAN end modern-day 
slavery in our lifetime. 
 
The DVD also includes interviews with the 
film's producers, actors Stephen Baldwin 
(Usual Suspects) and Lauren Sweetser 
(Winter's Bone), as well as a mother of a 

teenage trafficking victim. The interviews 
help give real-life context to this urgent 
human rights issue. 
 
Item no. : CC01070376 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : Approx. 20 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

MARINE STUDIES 
 

THREE MEN AND A BOAT 
It's unusual for Landline in that this story is 
not about a farmer or a property but a boat, 
a wooden boat that changed the fortune of 
an entire town. 
 
The Tacoma was Australia's first 
purpose-built tuna fishing vessel. It began 
catching bluefin off the coast of Port 
Lincoln in the early '50s and it transformed 
the fishing industry in this country forever. 
 
Item no. : LW07720086 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 25 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

MARKETING 
 

BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS, 

A: CREATE RAVING FANS 

WITH REVENUE-DRIVEN 

EVENTS 
By Trina Gray 
 
A Blueprint for Success: Create Raving 
Fans With Revenue-Driven Events 
explains how health/fitness club can 
generate revenue, while simultaneously 
enhancing member enthusiasm, by 
offering special events. The DVD features 
a series of principles that can enable 
health/fitness clubs to get more people in 
their facilities, as well as to get those 
individuals to move more, eat better, and 
achieve greater results. The DVD also 
presents several examples of special 
events that clubs undertake, including the 
much-acclaimed program, "Thinner 
Winner." 
 
Among the topics covered: 
� 60-second inspiration 
� Thinner winner 
� Thinner winner video 
� Questions about thinner winner 
� Fitness gala 
 
Item no. : PU08501901 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 67 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 99.00 
   
 
 
 
 

GROW RETENTION & NEW 

REVENUE STREAMS AS A 

COMMUNITY & 

CORPORATE WELLNESS 

FACILITY 
By Michael Benton 
 
Grow Retention & New Revenue Streams 
as a Community & Corporate Wellness 
Facility provides a compelling overview of 
how health/fitness clubs can grow their 
markets by targeting community and 
corporate wellness. The DVD discusses 
the need for clubs to evolve, especially if 
they are full-service fitness operators. The 
DVD also details that in the future, four 
types of fitness facilities will thrive, as well 
as reviews the point that new and 
emerging market drivers will be propelled 
by healthcare reform. In addition, the DVD 
looks at why a person's fitness 
assessment has to be much more 
comprehensive that it traditionally has 
been. 
 
Among the topics covered: 
� Your strength is your weakness 
� Going forward, four types of fitness 

facilities will thrive 
� New and emerging market drivers 

driven by health care reform 
� Grow your market by targeting 

community & corporate wellness 
� Integrated wellness process and 

client life cycle 
� Assessment revenue 
� Wellness plan revenue 
� Maintenance revenue 
� Getting started 
� Choosing a wellness technology 

platform 
 
Item no. : JL08501905 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 58 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 99.00 
   
 
 

MEDICAL FITNESS 
 

DESIGN FOR WELLNESS & 

MEDICAL WELLNESS 

FACILITIES 
By Hervey Lavoie & Rudy Fabiano 
 
Design for Wellness & Medical Wellness 
Facilities presents an overview of the 
evolution of fitness center/medical fitness 
relationship over the last 30 years. The 
DVD also explores the cultural shift that 
helps differentiate medical fitness centers 
from traditional health/fitness clubs. In 
addition, the DVD points out several of the 
key design considerations with regard to 
prospective vs. current facility members. 
The DVD also discusses the five basic 
factors involved in a member's experience 
in a facility and reviews how each of these 
elements impacts the design of the facility. 
 
Among the topics covered: 
� Evolution of the fitness center/medical 

fitness relationship 
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� Case study 
� Future of fitness 
� Cultural shift 
� New members 
� Understanding the regular members 
� Customization 
� Member experience—spiritual and 

emotional 
� Social engagement 
� Social networking 
 
Item no. : LN08501902 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 62 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 99.00 
   
 
 

MENTAL HEALTH 
 

HORSE POWER 
Horses and humans traumatised by the 
Black Saturday bushfires in Victoria are 
finding comfort in each other, thanks to an 
innovative therapy program. 
 
Horses for Hope is part psychology and 
part 'horse whispering' and is proving to be 
a successful alternative to traditional 
counselling. Supported by the Uniting 
Church and based in Shepparton in rural 
Victoria the scheme is also having great 
success with troubled children and 
prisoners. 
 
Item no. : TG07720050 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

MUSIC 
 

ARCHIE ROACH 
Geraldine Doogue talks to Australian 
singer-songwriter Archie Roach about his 
journey of survival and transformation. 
 
One of the Stolen Generations, Archie 
Roach survived a turbulent upbringing to 
develop into a powerful voice for 
Indigenous Australians. More recently he's 
experienced the death of his soul-mate 
Ruby Hunter, and two life-threatening 
illnesses. All have hit him hard. But he's 
transcended these crises emerging with a 
renewed spirit, love and joy for life, and a 
new album featuring Gospel music for the 
first time. 
 
Item no. : BZ07500009 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEGOTIATION 
 

COMPLETE LEGAL 

NEGOTIATOR, THE 
With Gerald R. Williams 
Gerald Williams's time-tested model for 
negotiation will become the framework for 
a host of new skills that will enhance your 
success. 
 
Item no. : NY11450041 
Format : DVD (With Course 

Manual) 
Duration : 6 hours 
Price : USD 172.00 
   
 
 

POLITICS AND THE 

LAW 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE KIBBUTZIM? 
The first Kibbutz was founded in Israel just 
over 100 years ago. A radical socialist 
experiment, it combined communal living 
and Zionist philosophy with the aim of 
"making the desert bloom". 
 
Soon there were dozens, and training 
farms were set up in countries like 
Australia, to prepare young people for the 
physical hardship of kibbutz life where - in 
exchange for outdoor manual labour – 
volunteers were provided with food, 
shelter, education and medical care. In the 
late 60s and 70s many young Australians, 
Jewish and non-Jewish, went to Israel to 
join a Kibbutz. Why did they go? How has 
the experience shaped their lives? And, do 
Kibbutzim still operate? 
 
Item no. : CN07500091 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

PROGRAM 

PLANNING 
 

MAKING PILATES 

PROFITABLE 
By Adrienne McBride 
 
Making Pilates Profitable provides an 
overview of how to build a successful 
Pilates program from the ground up. The 
DVD details the underlying stages 
involved in developing such a program, 
and reviews the steps that need to be 
undertaken during each stage. The DVD 
also discussed the basic differences that 
exist between fitness Pilates and 
traditional Pilates. 
 
Among the topics covered: 
� Stage one: planning 
� Planning stage: evaluation 
� Planning stage: implementation 
� Stage two: add or revamp group 

performer classes 
� Creation stage 
� Stage three: grand opening or 

re-grand opening 
� Stage four: growth stage—quality 

control 
� More on fitness Pilates 
 
Item no. : YV08501907 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 60 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 99.00 
   
 
 

PSYCHOLOGY 
 

FREE THE MIND 
By Phie Ambo 
 
Free the Mind profiles the pioneering work 
of renowned psychologist Richard 
Davidson, who, by studying the practices 
of Tibetan monks and others, found that it 
is possible to rewire the brain through 
meditation and mental training exercises. 
 
Named one of Time Magazine's 100 most 
influential people in 2006, Dr. Davidson 
has dedicated himself to applying this 
hopeful discovery to improve the lives of 
people throughout the world. He founded 
the Center for Investigating Healthy Minds 
at the University of Wisconsin to study 
whether and how contemplative traditions 
change our brains and can help people 
overcome mental trauma and live happier 
lives. 
 
Filmed at the Center, Free the Mind 
follows three test subjects on an 
emotionally-charged journey through 
life-changing experiments overseen by Dr. 
Davidson that delve into the deepest 
recesses of the human mind. 
 
Steve and Rich are American veterans 
who served in Iraq and Afghanistan and 
are tormented by painful wartime 
memories. Will is a five-year-old suffering 
from ADHD and severe anxiety whose 
parents are eager to find treatment options 
other than traditional medications. Can Dr. 
Davidson free these three from their 
troubled existences and help them lead 
happier lives? 
 
The film explores the intersection between 
modern neuroscience and ancient 
contemplative practices, as well as deeper 
questions about the nature of 
consciousness and how it manifests in the 
brain and body. Animated segments vividly 
depict the effects on the brain of the 
techniques being employed, helping 
viewers understand the complex ideas 
involved. 
 
Reviews 
� "Free the Mind qualifies as a 

pioneering inquiry at the outermost 
boundaries of neuroscience. The film 
presents thoughtful, compassionate 
teachers as heroes while proving, yet 
again, that we've only just begun to 
unravel the mysteries of the human 
brain." - Seattle Times 
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� "Hopeful and inspiring…There's 
something healing about simply 
watching Free the Mind, Danish 
filmmaker Phie Ambo's gentle, 
compassionate documentary 
spotlighting the use of such drug-free 
options such as meditation and 
mindfulness to treat anxiety and 
trauma." - Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Elegant…beautifully crafted…sheds 

light on the mysteries of the human 
mind. The film's style is a rapt 
combination of hushed intimacy and 
gliding elegance." - Variety 

 
Item no. : HH01920217 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 79 minutes 
Audience : College - Adult 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

RACE AND ETHNIC 

STUDIES 
 

RELEASED 
By Philip Messina 
 
Two-thirds of convicts released from 
prison return behind bars within three 
years. RELEASED presents the hopeful 
stories of four parolees who prove that the 
tide of recidivism can be reversed, if 
former prisoners are given the support 
they need to reenter society. 
 
The four -- Vilma Ortiz Donovan, Kenneth 
Harrigan, Casimiro Torres and Angel 
Ramos – spent over 70 years in prison 
combined. Released with no homes to go 
to or jobs for support, they ended up in a 
prisoner reentry facility in New York City 
known as "The Castle", run by former 
convicts and established by The Fortune 
Society. With the help of The Castle, all 
four overcame their traumatic personal 
histories and chronic criminal behavior to 
become exemplary citizens. 
 
As part of their rehabilitation, they worked 
developing their life stories into a spoken 
word play that ran Off-Broadway for 14 
months. In the play, each of them bares 
their souls in a painfully honest retelling of 
their personal stories -- from childhood 
and their crimes, to life in prison and the 
forces that helped them change. The film 
features scenes from the play being 
presented to prisoners and to a theater 
audience, along with other filmed scenes. 
 
All four speak about how what ought to be 
the final redemptive chapter -- release 
from prison -- is often the hardest 
challenge of all. Dropped back into society 
with little or no preparation and support 
virtually insures a high failure rate. Having 
spent 30 years in prison, Angel Ramos 
asks: "How do I live like a normal human 
being when I have no idea what normal 
is?"  
 
Their life-affirming stories of change 
provide an important model for reducing 
the rate of repeat offenders. 

Reviews 
� "Earnest, inspirational. Performing in 

front of two audiences, one in a 
theater, the other in a prison, all four 
speak of the forces that made them 
want to change." - New York Times 

 
� "Compelling, heartfelt … serves as an 

inspiration for current convicts and as 
a cautionary tale." - NYC Movie Guru 

 
� "Released is a powerful look at the 

personal journey into, through and out 
of the criminal justice system. These 
narratives bring us face to face with 
the painful experiences of four 
individuals who despite the hardest of 
challenges found strength and 
resilience within themselves in the 
face of hopelessness. The film gives 
voice and humanity not just to their 
stories but to the thousands upon 
thousands of people, just like them, 
who have not yet been released, in 
every sense." - Women's Prison 
Association 

 
Item no. : DM01920220 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 72 minutes 
Audience : Grades 12 - Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

RECOGNIZING & 

RESOLVING 

ETHICAL 

DILEMMAS 
 

INTEGRITY: GOOD PEOPLE, 

BAD CHOICES & LIFE 

LESSONS FROM THE 

WHITE HOUSE 
With Egil "Bud" Krogh 
 
In 1971, Egil 'Bud' Krogh, a 31-year-old 
White House deputy counsel, was tasked 
with finding and stopping security leaks 
and became head of the Special 
Investigations Unit. Krogh and associates 
familiarly became known as the 'White 
House Plumbers.' 
 
Of the various White House-based 
conspirators, Krogh alone pled guilty and 
refused to trade inside information for a 
reduced sentence. He was disbarred and 
went to prison. In 1980, Krogh 
successfully petitioned to be readmitted to 
the bar and has been in practice since. In 
Integrity: Good People, Bad Choices and 
Life Lessons from the White House, Krogh 
tells his story from rising young 
presidential counsel, to his indictment and 
prison sentence, to redemption and the 
power of choosing to do what is right. 
 
Item no. : HH11450042 
Format : DVD 
Price : USD 229.00 
   
 
 

RELIGION AND 

SPIRITUALITY 
 

FASHION AND FAITH: 

MUSLIM STYLE 
A new breed of fashion designers is 
turning heads on the Australian catwalk 
catering to Muslim women eager for 
cutting edge designs better suited to our 
lifestyle and climate. 
 
For women in particular, dress is an 
integral part of Muslim life: it embodies a 
moral and behavioural code dating back to 
Islam's earliest days. Dress-codes vary 
from country to culture, but modesty 
remains the cornerstone. Now Australian 
Muslim designers, weary of black 
synthetic imports, are reinterpreting 
modest fashion with their own stylish, 
versatile and distinctive garments 
specifically tailored for Australia's lifestyle 
and climate. Compass follows several 
upcoming designers preparing for 
Ramadan, the busiest time on the Muslim 
calendar. 
 
Item no. : GZ07500033 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

RAGS AND RICHES 
Survival and success, the stories of 
Jewish families who lost everything in 
WW2 and rebuilt their lives from scratch 
here in Australia. We tell the remarkable 
stories of three families who combined 
their fashion skills with a fierce 
determination to survive and thrive in their 
adopted land. 
 
Item no. : SG07500071 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE CHARISMATICS? 
Charismatics believe through God they 
can heal the sick, receive signs and speak 
directly to God in a special language. 40 
years ago a radical new religious 
movement erupted in Australia and one of 
its flag-bearers was Harry Westcott, a 
Methodist preacher from Canberra, who 
had an experience of God so powerful, it 
transformed him and his style of ministry. 
 
Charismatic renewal attracted tens of 
thousands of Christians, giving them a 
new and deeper sense of God, and 
transformed parts of the Anglican, Catholic 
and Protestant churches. But within 20 
years it was over... So what was the 
Charismatic Movement? Why did it burst 
onto our scene when it did? And, whatever 
happened to Harry Westcott? 
 
Item no. : MR07500089 
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Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE KIBBUTZIM? 
The first Kibbutz was founded in Israel just 
over 100 years ago. A radical socialist 
experiment, it combined communal living 
and Zionist philosophy with the aim of 
"making the desert bloom". 
 
Soon there were dozens, and training 
farms were set up in countries like 
Australia, to prepare young people for the 
physical hardship of kibbutz life where - in 
exchange for outdoor manual labour – 
volunteers were provided with food, 
shelter, education and medical care. In the 
late 60s and 70s many young Australians, 
Jewish and non-Jewish, went to Israel to 
join a Kibbutz. Why did they go? How has 
the experience shaped their lives? And, do 
Kibbutzim still operate? 
 
Item no. : CN07500091 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE ORANGE PEOPLE? 
In the '70s and '80s followers of "sex-guru" 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh stood out in 
Australia with their bright orange clothes 
and unusual names. Combining eastern 
mysticism and western capitalism, the 
Bhagwan urged devotees to explore sex 
as a path to enlightenment, and many 
devotees gave up everything to join his 
ashram in India, then later in America. 
 
But when the controversial movement 
imploded in a cloud of corruption and 
murder allegations, almost overnight the 
Orange people seemed to disappear. Who 
were the 'Orange People'? What 
persuaded people to join? And, are they 
still around? 
 
Item no. : RP07720092 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

REPRODUCTIVE 

RIGHTS 
 

AFTER TILLER 
Directed by Martha Shane, Lane Wilson 
 
Sheds a humanistic light on the heated 
abortion debate by going inside the lives of 
the last four doctors in America who 
openly provide third-trimester abortions. 
 
Since the assassination of Dr. George 

Tiller in Kansas in May 2009, there are 
only four American doctors left who openly 
provide third-trimester abortions. AFTER 
TILLER paints a complex, compassionate 
portrait of these physicians--Dr. LeRoy 
Carhart, Dr. Warren Hern, Dr. Susan 
Robinson and Dr. Shelley Sella--who have 
become the new number-one targets of 
the anti-abortion movement, yet continue 
to risk their lives every day to do work that 
many believe is murder, but which they 
believe is profoundly important for their 
patients' lives. 
 
The film weaves together revealing, 
in-depth interviews with the doctors with 
intimate verite scenes from their lives and 
inside their clinics, where they counsel 
and care for their anxious, vulnerable 
patients at an important crossroads in their 
lives. By sharing the moving stories of 
several of these patients, AFTER TILLER 
illuminates the experiences of women who 
seek late abortions and the reasons why 
they do so. 
 
Reviews 
� "A rare feat...a calm, humanist 

documentary about a hot-button 
topic" - Alissa Simon, Variety 

 
� "Intimate and heartfelt...Brings an 

emotional clarity to an issue in which 
every nuanced turn of phrase has 
been made politically complicated." - 
The Los Angeles Times 

 
� "Extraordinarily compassionate and 

thought-provoking...An important film 
that looks unblinkingly at an important 
subject." - FlavorWire 

 
Awards 
� Human Rights Award, Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival 
� Documentary Jury Prize, Sarasota 

Film Festival 
� HotDocs, Canadian Documentary 

Film Festival 
 
Item no. : DE01110864 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 88 minutes 
Audience : Grades 10-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772993 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

RURAL AFFAIRS 
 

GAS LEAK! 
The coal seam gas industry promotes 
itself as a cleaner carbon-fuel alternative; 
but how do we know this is true? Until now 
much of the information used to back this 
claim has come from the industry itself. 
 
The problem is this "cleaner-greener" 
claim doesn't always square with 
experience on the ground. Next on Four 
Corners reporter Matthew Carney talks to 
farmers who've seen rivers bubble with 
methane, their bore water polluted with 
chemicals, while the reserves of ground 
water on their property have dropped 
alarmingly. 

He also looks at the latest research that 
suggests the coal seam gas industry might 
be a much bigger greenhouse gas emitter 
than previously thought. 
 
But why weren't these problems picked up 
in the development approval process? The 
answer is simple: according to one insider, 
the approval process is significantly flawed. 
Four Corners reveals what really 
happened when two major companies 
applied to develop thousands of square 
kilometres of southern Queensland for 
coal seam gas. Using hundreds of pages 
of confidential documents, the program 
reveals that the companies didn't supply 
enough basic information for an informed 
decision to be made about environmental 
impacts. Dfourespite this, various 
government agencies permitted the 
developments to go ahead, allowing the 
companies to submit key information at a 
later date. A decision which shocked some 
who were involved: 
 
This same insider claims pressure was 
applied to the bureaucracy to fast track 
approval for coal seam gas development. 
This allegation would deeply concern 
many farmers who have seen their land 
used for coal seam gas sites and raises 
significant concerns about the future 
expansion of the industry across Australia. 
 
Item no. : VN07720036 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

CRACKING THE CODE 
The Damiani family's story has been 
described as a breathtaking example of 
how medicine can be transformed by the 
determination of ordinary people. 
 
Four years ago, Stephen and Sally 
Damiani's baby son Massimo succumbed 
to a mystery disease. In the space of a few 
weeks, the toddler lost the ability to eat 
and crawl. The prognosis was bleak and 
the cause mystifying. 
 
Stephen Damiani, who has a background 
in construction economics and risk 
management, teamed up with a young 
geneticist to map the family's genome in 
an attempt to discover the cause of his 
son's illness. 
 
In the process, his seemingly impossible 
quest for answers has made a discovery 
that's astonished the international medical 
community and has implications for us all. 
 
Item no. : DP07500025 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE / 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
 

RELEASED 
By Philip Messina 
 
Two-thirds of convicts released from 
prison return behind bars within three 
years. RELEASED presents the hopeful 
stories of four parolees who prove that the 
tide of recidivism can be reversed, if 
former prisoners are given the support 
they need to reenter society. 
 
The four -- Vilma Ortiz Donovan, Kenneth 
Harrigan, Casimiro Torres and Angel 
Ramos – spent over 70 years in prison 
combined. Released with no homes to go 
to or jobs for support, they ended up in a 
prisoner reentry facility in New York City 
known as "The Castle", run by former 
convicts and established by The Fortune 
Society. With the help of The Castle, all 
four overcame their traumatic personal 
histories and chronic criminal behavior to 
become exemplary citizens. 
 
As part of their rehabilitation, they worked 
developing their life stories into a spoken 
word play that ran Off-Broadway for 14 
months. In the play, each of them bares 
their souls in a painfully honest retelling of 
their personal stories -- from childhood 
and their crimes, to life in prison and the 
forces that helped them change. The film 
features scenes from the play being 
presented to prisoners and to a theater 
audience, along with other filmed scenes. 
 
All four speak about how what ought to be 
the final redemptive chapter -- release 
from prison -- is often the hardest 
challenge of all. Dropped back into society 
with little or no preparation and support 
virtually insures a high failure rate. Having 
spent 30 years in prison, Angel Ramos 
asks: "How do I live like a normal human 
being when I have no idea what normal 
is?"  
 
Their life-affirming stories of change 
provide an important model for reducing 
the rate of repeat offenders. 
 
Reviews 
� "Earnest, inspirational. Performing in 

front of two audiences, one in a 
theater, the other in a prison, all four 
speak of the forces that made them 
want to change." - New York Times 

 
� "Compelling, heartfelt … serves as an 

inspiration for current convicts and as 
a cautionary tale." - NYC Movie Guru 

 
� "Released is a powerful look at the 

personal journey into, through and out 
of the criminal justice system. These 
narratives bring us face to face with 
the painful experiences of four 
individuals who despite the hardest of 
challenges found strength and 
resilience within themselves in the 
face of hopelessness. The film gives 
voice and humanity not just to their 
stories but to the thousands upon 
thousands of people, just like them, 
who have not yet been released, in 

every sense." - Women's Prison 
Association 

 
Item no. : DM01920220 
Format : DVD (Closed Captioned) 
Duration : 72 minutes 
Audience : Grades 12 - Adult 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 295.00 
   
 
 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
 

44 DAZE 
The fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin by 
George Zimmerman occurred on February 
26, 2012 in the community of Sanford, 
Florida. The incident caused huge waves 
throughout the world and raised many 
questions about the approach that was 
taken by the city officials of Sanford while 
investigating the incident. This 
documentary focuses on the 44 days 
directly after the shooting and the 
mounting pressure from around the nation 
that finally led to the arrest and charging of 
Zimmerman. The issues of social justice 
and judicial and municipal efficiency that 
were raised during this period are 
examined through in-depth interviews with 
Sanford city council and law enforcement 
officials. 
 
Item no. : CS00161792 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Audience : Senior High - College 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 225.00 
   
 
 

SOCIETY AND 

CULTURE 
 

BELLS OF ST LEONARDS 
Compass tells the story of six bells 
rescued from Wales to be installed in a 
Sydney church in time for its centenary 
celebrations. 
 
St. Leonard's Catholic Church in 
Naremburn turns 100 this year and, for the 
first time in its busy history, bells will be 
ringing in the mass. Parishioners are 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of six 
refurbished bells (originally cast in 1866) 
on their way by container ship from Wales. 
But some local residents, concerned about 
the noise they will make, have yet to be 
convinced of their communal merit. 
Meantime a group of parishioners are 
being trained in the genteel art of 
bellringing, a first for this congregation. 
Compass follows the journey in time for St 
Leonards' 100th anniversary celebrations. 
 
Item no. : SN07500015 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

BEST BUDDIES 
The story of two unlikely friendships that 
might never have formed if not for a 
groundbreaking scheme... Called "Best 
Buddies", the program matches up 
disabled and non-disabled students and 
has had growing success in NSW public 
high schools. This story follows two 'buddy 
pairs'. 
 
Elizabeth and Daniel from Balmain in 
Sydney's inner west have been friends for 
two years and hang out together on the 
weekends. Halima has just been matched 
with Jack at Lurnea High School in 
Sydney's west and they are slowly getting 
to know each other. Through the buddies, 
their parents and teachers, we see the 
transformative difference a buddy can 
make. 
 
Item no. : CR07720016 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

CRY FREEDOM: 

MANDELA'S LEGACY 
Nelson Mandela promised a South Africa 
based on freedom and equality. But as the 
country's former leader lies in hospital 
critically ill, the nation he fought to create 
is slowly disintegrating. 
 
Reporter Matthew Carney goes to South 
Africa to try and understand the forces that 
threaten to pull the "rainbow nation" apart. 
What he finds after nearly 20 years of ANC 
in government is a tiny black elite have 
enriched themselves at the expense of a 
poor black majority. For the poor not much 
has changed... eighteen million people live 
on less than two dollars a day. 
 
The Marikana mine massacre illuminates 
the massive contradictions and difficulties 
confronting the country. On the 16th 
August last year, 3,000 miners gathered to 
protest sub-standard wages. The police 
opened fire killing 34 people and 
wounding another 78. Some were killed in 
the initial attack, but it's alleged that many 
who died were actually shot in cold blood 
by police after the initial salvos were fired. 
Later, it was alleged the police planted 
weapons on the dead to justify their 
actions. 
 
Carney talks to miners and protestors who 
survived the massacre, many of whom tell 
their stories for the first time. Some claim 
they were tortured and one miner tells how 
he was shot seven times by a black 
policeman. Marikana shocked the nation 
and evoked powerful memories of 
Apartheid massacres like Sharpeville and 
Soweto. 
 
The program also looks at the 
Commission of Inquiry that has been set 
up to find out what really happened at 
Marikana. A year on from the tragedy the 
Inquiry is bogged down in legal argument 
and there is a serious threat that 
government funding will be cut for the 
miners' legal costs. 
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Item no. : HZ07720026 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

FASHION AND FAITH: 

MUSLIM STYLE 
A new breed of fashion designers is 
turning heads on the Australian catwalk 
catering to Muslim women eager for 
cutting edge designs better suited to our 
lifestyle and climate. 
 
For women in particular, dress is an 
integral part of Muslim life: it embodies a 
moral and behavioural code dating back to 
Islam's earliest days. Dress-codes vary 
from country to culture, but modesty 
remains the cornerstone. Now Australian 
Muslim designers, weary of black 
synthetic imports, are reinterpreting 
modest fashion with their own stylish, 
versatile and distinctive garments 
specifically tailored for Australia's lifestyle 
and climate. Compass follows several 
upcoming designers preparing for 
Ramadan, the busiest time on the Muslim 
calendar. 
 
Item no. : GZ07500033 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

FASHION VICTIMS 
Australians love a bargain, but what's the 
real cost of cheap clothes from the sweat 
shops in Bangladesh? In 2013 more than 
a thousand people were killed when an 
eight storey building collapsed in the heart 
of Bangladesh's capital, Dhaka. 
 
The collapse of Rana Plaza turned the 
world's attention to the shocking 
conditions workers in the country's 
clothing industry are forced to endure. In 
recent years, Australian companies have 
flooded into Bangladesh to take 
advantage of lax labour laws and the 
lowest wages in the world, paid to the 
predominantly young, female workers in 
the factories. 
 
Reporter Sarah Ferguson sets out to find 
where the clothes we see in our major 
retail outlets are made. What efforts do 
Australian companies make to ensure the 
factories are safe and their workers earn a 
living wage? Australian retailers blocked 
our enquiries at every turn, refusing 
access to factories wherever we went. 
Working backwards from some of our best 
known retail outlets, Four Corners goes 
factory to factory showing workers and 
union organisers Australian labels until the 
factories are found. There the workers 
describe a miserable existence, long 
hours, pitiful pay and abuse if deadlines 
aren't met. In some of the worst cases 
there is even violence and threats of jail. 
 
Item no. : JE07720034 

Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

GAS LEAK! 
The coal seam gas industry promotes 
itself as a cleaner carbon-fuel alternative; 
but how do we know this is true? Until now 
much of the information used to back this 
claim has come from the industry itself. 
 
The problem is this "cleaner-greener" 
claim doesn't always square with 
experience on the ground. Next on Four 
Corners reporter Matthew Carney talks to 
farmers who've seen rivers bubble with 
methane, their bore water polluted with 
chemicals, while the reserves of ground 
water on their property have dropped 
alarmingly. 
 
He also looks at the latest research that 
suggests the coal seam gas industry might 
be a much bigger greenhouse gas emitter 
than previously thought. 
 
But why weren't these problems picked up 
in the development approval process? The 
answer is simple: according to one insider, 
the approval process is significantly flawed. 
Four Corners reveals what really 
happened when two major companies 
applied to develop thousands of square 
kilometres of southern Queensland for 
coal seam gas. Using hundreds of pages 
of confidential documents, the program 
reveals that the companies didn't supply 
enough basic information for an informed 
decision to be made about environmental 
impacts. Dfourespite this, various 
government agencies permitted the 
developments to go ahead, allowing the 
companies to submit key information at a 
later date. A decision which shocked some 
who were involved: 
 
This same insider claims pressure was 
applied to the bureaucracy to fast track 
approval for coal seam gas development. 
This allegation would deeply concern 
many farmers who have seen their land 
used for coal seam gas sites and raises 
significant concerns about the future 
expansion of the industry across Australia. 
 
Item no. : VN07720036 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

HACKED! 
While debate rages over Australia's border 
security, there's growing evidence that the 
greatest threat to Australia's national 
security potentially comes from foreign 
computer hackers. Few in government or 
business will admit the full extent of the 
break-ins, with one expert calling it a "dirty 
little secret". 
 
Reporter Andrew Fowler reveals that 
hackers, working from locations overseas, 
have targeted key Federal Government 

departments and major corporations in 
Australia. Their intention is to steal 
national security secrets and vital 
business information. 
 
In one case, an Australian company that 
supplies secret communications 
equipment used by military across the 
globe had its computer network hacked. It 
appears the hackers accessed the system 
holding vital design information involving a 
military radio system. The break-in meant 
secure communications used by 
Australia's allies could be compromised. 
 
A deafening silence surrounds this issue. 
Companies won't speak about the 
break-ins because they fear it will alarm 
clients and shareholders. Governments 
refuse to speak up because inevitably they 
will be asked, who is doing this? The 
answer is uncomfortable. 
 
A number of people, including former 
government advisors in cyber security, 
claim the digital trail leads to China. 
Although it's unclear if the hackers are 
working for the Chinese Government, 
those same experts believe that any 
company doing significant business in 
China must assume it will be the target of 
corporate espionage. 
 
Item no. : AT07720044 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

IN GOOGLE WE TRUST 
Every hour of every day, our digital 
interactions are being recorded and 
logged. We live in the age of 'big data', 
where seemingly mundane information 
about how we go about our lives has 
enormous value. 
 
With the help of expert data trackers, we 
follow the information trail of an ordinary 
Australian family. We follow their data over 
a typical day, watching as it is 
surreptitiously recorded by government 
agencies and private organisations. Who 
gathers the information, what are they 
doing with it and what are your legal 
rights? 
 
The internet has brought us conveniences 
once unimaginable. You can shop online, 
diagnose illnesses, and send 'selfies' 
whenever you want. But it isn't all one way 
traffic. Every time you use a search engine 
like Google, or access an 'app' on your 
smartphone, your activity is logged by 
companies around the world - many 
you've never even heard of. 
 
That sometimes intensely personal data is 
either used or sold to make money. 
 
Four Corners' investigation reveals that 
not only are we being tracked online by 
marketers but Australia's own government 
agencies are secretly monitoring our 
digital travels. 
 
Item no. : TP07500053 
Format : DVD 
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Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

ISLAM OUTBACK 
Compass sets off deep into the Australian 
desert to join a camel trek for Muslims. 
 
It's a spiritual safari for Australian Muslims, 
many of whom have never being out of the 
city before. Participants learn how to camp 
on the desert sands, wash without water 
and how to tell prayer times by the sun 
and stars. Learning how to bond with your 
camel is all part of this spiritual adventure 
too! Sydney-based Imam Afroz Ali 
organises these treks every few years in 
South Australia's remote Flinders Ranges. 
It's a transformative experience for all 
including the two non-Muslim camel 
guides who know little about Islam when 
start out. 
 
Item no. : DZ07720056 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 27 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

ON THE BRINK 
Australia's economy - and unemployment 
rate - might be the envy of countries 
around the world, but it doesn't mean 
poverty and unemployment have been 
eradicated. 
 
Welfare agencies say that many 
individuals and families are just one or two 
pay cheques away from financial disaster 
and homelessness. Worse still, with the 
mining boom coming off the boil, experts 
predict more people will find themselves 
out of work. 
 
Reporter Geoff Thompson finds out what 
it's like to lose your job, your home and 
find yourself dependent on welfare. What 
he discovers is sobering. Ironically, while 
economic growth is generally good news, 
it's also pushed up the cost of living, 
making life for the unemployed even 
tougher. A Senate Inquiry report released 
this month concluded the current 
unemployment benefit is set too low. For 
many of the people Four Corners spoke to, 
accommodation absorbs most of their 
money, even with additional payments for 
rent assistance. Running a car and eating 
nutritious meals becomes close to an 
impossible dream. The result? Their world 
contracts and they can find themselves cut 
off from society. 
 
Spending time with private charitable 
organisations, Four Corners profiles five 
people across Australia who are struggling 
to survive. One of them is John. A few 
months ago he lost his job. He became ill 
and was forced into hospital. Now he 
searches for work and barely survives on 
the Newstart allowance. John lives on one 
meal a day of two minute noodles, and his 
only chance for a good meal is to line up at 
a food kitchen. 
 

Like so many people, John doesn't want 
sympathy, he simply wants support that 
allows him to survive while he looks for 
work - and he's not an isolated case. 
Those on the frontline of welfare delivery 
warn that, based on the figures they are 
seeing, the problems associated with 
unemployment will increase in the near 
future. 
 
Item no. : VN07720064 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 45 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 165.00 
   
 
 

RAGS AND RICHES 
Survival and success, the stories of 
Jewish families who lost everything in 
WW2 and rebuilt their lives from scratch 
here in Australia. We tell the remarkable 
stories of three families who combined 
their fashion skills with a fierce 
determination to survive and thrive in their 
adopted land. 
 
Item no. : SG07500071 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE CHARISMATICS? 
Charismatics believe through God they 
can heal the sick, receive signs and speak 
directly to God in a special language. 40 
years ago a radical new religious 
movement erupted in Australia and one of 
its flag-bearers was Harry Westcott, a 
Methodist preacher from Canberra, who 
had an experience of God so powerful, it 
transformed him and his style of ministry. 
 
Charismatic renewal attracted tens of 
thousands of Christians, giving them a 
new and deeper sense of God, and 
transformed parts of the Anglican, Catholic 
and Protestant churches. But within 20 
years it was over... So what was the 
Charismatic Movement? Why did it burst 
onto our scene when it did? And, whatever 
happened to Harry Westcott? 
 
Item no. : MR07500089 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE KIBBUTZIM? 
The first Kibbutz was founded in Israel just 
over 100 years ago. A radical socialist 
experiment, it combined communal living 
and Zionist philosophy with the aim of 
"making the desert bloom". 
 
Soon there were dozens, and training 
farms were set up in countries like 
Australia, to prepare young people for the 
physical hardship of kibbutz life where - in 

exchange for outdoor manual labour – 
volunteers were provided with food, 
shelter, education and medical care. In the 
late 60s and 70s many young Australians, 
Jewish and non-Jewish, went to Israel to 
join a Kibbutz. Why did they go? How has 
the experience shaped their lives? And, do 
Kibbutzim still operate? 
 
Item no. : CN07500091 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 

THE ORANGE PEOPLE? 
In the '70s and '80s followers of "sex-guru" 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh stood out in 
Australia with their bright orange clothes 
and unusual names. Combining eastern 
mysticism and western capitalism, the 
Bhagwan urged devotees to explore sex 
as a path to enlightenment, and many 
devotees gave up everything to join his 
ashram in India, then later in America. 
 
But when the controversial movement 
imploded in a cloud of corruption and 
murder allegations, almost overnight the 
Orange people seemed to disappear. Who 
were the 'Orange People'? What 
persuaded people to join? And, are they 
still around? 
 
Item no. : RP07720092 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

SOCIOLOGY 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: FIRE AND ICE 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
From the Gamo Highlands of Ethiopia to 
the Andes of Peru, indigenous highland 
communities battle threats to their forests, 
farms, and faith. 
 
From Ethiopia to Peru, indigenous 
customs protect biodiversity on sacred 
lands under pressure from religious 
conflicts and climate change. In the Gamo 
Highlands of Ethiopia, scientists confirm 
the benefits of traditional stewardship 
even as elders witness the decline of 
spiritual practices that have long protected 
trees, meadows and mountains. Tensions 
with evangelical Christians over a sacred 
meadow erupt into a riot. In the Peruvian 
Andes, the Q'eros, on a pilgrimage to a 
revered glacier, are driven from their ritual 
site by intolerant Catholics. Q'eros potato 
farmers face a more ominous foe: global 
warming is melting glaciers, their water 
source. Andes farmers, scientists and 
visiting Ethiopians struggle to adapt 
indigenous agriculture to the changing 
climate. 
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 Review   
���� "One of the most powerful 

documentary series ever made on 
indigenous peoples and their 
resistance to environmental 
exploitation." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : FB02560865 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772969 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: ISLANDS OF 

SANCTUARY 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
Aboriginal Australians and Native 
Hawaiians reclaim land from the 
government and the military, and resist the 
erosion of culture and environment. 
 
Native Hawaiians and Aboriginal 
Australians resist threats to their sacred 
places in a growing international 
movement to defend human rights and 
protect the environment. In Australia's 
Northern Territory, Aboriginal clans 
maintain Indigenous Protected Areas and 
resist the destructive effects of a mining 
boom. In Hawai`i, indigenous ecological 
and spiritual practices are used to restore 
the sacred island of Kaho`olawe after 50 
years of military use as a bombing range. 
 
Featuring Patrick Dodson (Yawuru), 
Emmett Aluli and Davianna McGregor 
(Hawai`i), Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), 
Oren Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar 
and Barry Lopez. 
 
 Review   
���� "A tour de force!...An awakening call 

indeed that should be heard around 
the world." - Mary Evelyn Tucker, 
School of Forestry and Environmental 
Studies, Yale University 

 
Item no. : NY02790866 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772977 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PILGRIMS AND 

TOURISTS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
In the Altai Republic of Russia and in 
Northern California, indigenous shamans 
resist massive government projects that 
threaten nature and culture. 
 

In the Russian Republic of Altai, traditional 
native people create their own mountain 
parks, to rein in tourism and resist a gas 
pipeline that would cut through a World 
Heritage Site. In northern California, 
Winnemem Wintu girls grind herbs on a 
sacred medicine rock, as elders protest 
U.S. government plans to enlarge one of 
the West's biggest dams and forever 
submerge this touchstone of a tribe. 
 
Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabe), Oren 
Lyons (Onondaga), Satish Kumar and 
Barry Lopez provide insights on a growing 
global indigenous movement for human 
rights and environmental protection. 
 
Reviews 
� "Beautifully portrays the stunning Altai 

Mountains...and the anguish of 
indigenous spiritual leaders." - 
Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, Center 
for Eurasian, Russian and Eastern 
European Studies, Georgetown 
University 

 
 Award   
���� Best Documentary Feature, American 

Indian Film Festival 
 
Item no. : RW01110867 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772942 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

STANDING ON SACRED 

GROUND: PROFIT AND 

LOSS 
Directed by Christopher McLeod 
 
From Papua New Guinea to the tar sands 
of Alberta, Canada, native people fight the 
loss of land, water, and health to mining 
and oil industries. 
 
From New Guinean rainforests to 
Canada's tar sands, PROFIT AND LOSS 
exposes industrial threats to native 
peoples' health, livelihood and cultural 
survival. In Papua New Guinea, a 
Chinese-government owned nickel mine 
has violently relocated villagers to a taboo 
sacred mountain, built a new pipeline and 
refinery on contested clan land, and is 
dumping mining waste into the sea. In 
Alberta, First Nations people suffer from 
rare cancers as their traditional hunting 
grounds are stripmined to unearth the 
world's third-largest oil reserve. 
Indigenous people tell their own 
stories-and confront us with the ethical 
consequences of our culture of 
consumption. 
 
 Review   
���� "The striking parallels between the 

Chinese [in] Papua New Guinea and 
the Canadian…oil sands project are 
brought out well and poignantly in this 
film." - Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, 
Department of Anthropology, 
Georgetown University 

 

Item no. : CF02560868 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 57 minutes 
Audience : Grades 9-12, College, 

Adults 
Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 1937772950 
Price : USD 250.00 
   
 
 

SPORT 

CONDITIONING 
 

SCIENCE OF RESTORATION, 

THE: ENHANCING 

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
The Science of Restoration: Enhancing 
Athletic Performance discusses the key 
factors involved in restoring an athlete 
who has been injured to a healthy, 
ready-to-compete state. The DVD 
explores the fact that the greater the 
athletes place on their bodies, the greater 
the need for recovery. The DVD also 
details several strategies that can 
enhance the recovery process. In addition, 
the DVD points out the need to have a 
specified plan for recovery. The DVD is 
designed for coaches, athletes, and 
athletic trainers in all sports. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Factors affecting performance 
� Individual variability 
� The key to recovery is avoid 

overtraining 
� General adaptation syndrome 
� Aerobic muscle fatigue 
� Anaerobic muscle fatigue 
� Alactic muscle fatigue 
� Methods of restoration 
� Training methodology 
� Russian restoration system 
� Essential recovery methods 
� Ideal fluid replacement beverage 
� Acclimatization example for track and 

field 
� Restorative modalities 
 
Item no. : PC08501899 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 38 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

SPORTS MEDICINE 
 

BLOOD VALUES AND 

OVERUSE INJURIES 
By Jack Ransone 
 
Blood Values and Overuse Injuries 
presents an overview of one of the 
problems involved when an athlete has an 
overuse injury—determining the 
underlying cause of the injury. One factor 
that has been found to be helpful in that 
regard is to conduct blood tests and look 
at blood values early in the season, 
thereby setting a baseline measures for a 
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particular athlete, The DVD details several 
types of overuse injuries and discusses 
the role of blood values in contributing to 
each injury. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Red blood cell 
� Anemia 
� Adrenal fatigue 
� Sickle cell anemia 
� Stress fractures 
� Literature review 
� Lactose intolerance 
� Case study 
 
Item no. : TB08501897 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 47 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

SCIENCE OF RESTORATION, 

THE: ENHANCING 

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
The Science of Restoration: Enhancing 
Athletic Performance discusses the key 
factors involved in restoring an athlete 
who has been injured to a healthy, 
ready-to-compete state. The DVD 
explores the fact that the greater the 
athletes place on their bodies, the greater 
the need for recovery. The DVD also 
details several strategies that can 
enhance the recovery process. In addition, 
the DVD points out the need to have a 
specified plan for recovery. The DVD is 
designed for coaches, athletes, and 
athletic trainers in all sports. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Factors affecting performance 
� Individual variability 
� The key to recovery is avoid 

overtraining 
� General adaptation syndrome 
� Aerobic muscle fatigue 
� Anaerobic muscle fatigue 
� Alactic muscle fatigue 
� Methods of restoration 
� Training methodology 
� Russian restoration system 
� Essential recovery methods 
� Ideal fluid replacement beverage 
� Acclimatization example for track and 

field 
� Restorative modalities 
 
Item no. : PC08501899 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 38 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

THERMOREGULATION AND 

EXERCISE 
By Jack Ransone 
 
Thermoregulation and Exercise reviews 
the basic factors that are involved in the 
regulation of the body's core temperature 
during exercise training. The DVD 
examines the process of the body trying to 

balance heat while being physical active, 
as well as points out several of the key 
internal body temperature measures 
indicate the baseline for the possibility of 
experiencing the onset of a thermo-related 
illness. The DVD also discusses several 
strategies involving thermoregulation, for 
maintaining health and performance. 
 
Among the topics covered 
� Evaporation 
� Heat balance 
� The hypothalamus and hyperthermia 
� Losing a little weight means a lot 
� Heat: fluid rehydration and 

acclimatization 
� Cardiovascular exercise in the heat 
� Monitoring fluid balance: practical 

issues 
� Nutrition mistake 
� Sodium 
� Hyponatremia 
 
Item no. : ZC08501900 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 32 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 80.00 
   
 
 

TRAVEL 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: A JOURNEY OF 

GRANDEUR - THE BARRIER 

ISLAND OF GEORGIA TO 

JACKSONVILLE 
Our journey on the east coasts 
Intracoastal Waterway concludes with 
stops at the Marine Corps base at Parris 
Island in South Carolina, Savannah and 
Brunswick in Georgia and several of the 
Georgia barrier islands. 
 
Item no. : WH00941283 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: A TIMELESS TRIP 

THROUGH THE ERIE 

CANAL - LOCKPORT TO 

NEWARK 
The Erie Canal is one of America's great 
waterways. In this program, New York 
State's Erie Canal, the world's most 
successful canal, is explored from 
Lockport to Newark. New York States Erie 
Canal traverses its western section from 
Lockport to Rochester, passing such 
towns as Brockport, Albion and Holly. 
Features Kodak founder George 
Eastmans home, surf-biking in Fairport 
and Pittsford. 
 
Item no. : AH06041284 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: AN 

UNFORGETTABLE VOYAGE 

ON NEW YORKS ERIE 

CANAL - NEWARK TO 

ALBANY 
The Erie Canal is one of America's great 
waterways. In this program, New York 
State's Erie Canal, the world's most 
successful canal, is explored from Newark 
to Albany. Our voyage stops in 
Baldwinsville; Syracuse (home of the Erie 
Canal Museum); the Sylvan Beach 
amusement park; the locks at Little Falls 
and Waterford; and Troy, where the canal 
meets the Hudson River. 
 
Item no. : LM06111285 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: BIG SHIPS - 

LUXURY LINER CRUISING 

IN CANADA 
Montreal, Quebec City, Nova Scotias 
Cape Breton Island & Halifax 
 
Luxury liner cruising is the focus of this 
adventure, which begins in Montreal, 
Canada. Ports explored include Quebec 
City and its historic district; Nova Scotias 
Cape Breton Island; and Halifax with its 
Titanic connection and public gardens. 
Also enjoy whale-watching along Quebecs 
picturesque Saguenay fjord. 
 
Item no. : GU00941286 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: BIG SHIPS - 

LUXURY LINER CRUISING 

IN NEW ENGLAND 
Maine, Boston, Newport & New York City 
 
The luxury liner cruise includes stops at 
Acadia National Park in Maine; Boston for 
a tour on the Charles River and the USS 
Constitution and Newport with its famed 
yachting history. The ship also passes the 
Statue of Liberty before docking in New 
York City's harbor. 
 
Item no. : EE06041287 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
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EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: DISCOVER THE 

FABULOUS CITY OF 

SEATTLE AND THE SAN 

JUAN ISLANDS 
Begin a cruise from Seattle, Washington to 
and around the San Juan Islands. Visit the 
Ballard Locks, the Wooden Boat 
Foundation in Port Townsend, and the 
gateway to the islands - LaConner. 
 
Item no. : NY06111288 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: EXPLORE SEATTLE 

AND THE MAGNIFICENT 

FOREST OF THE ORCA 

ISLANDS 
Our Seattle to San Juan Islands cruise 
concludes with stops at Orca Island, 
Friday Harbor and Victoria in British 
Columbia, Canada. Upon returning to 
Seattle, the crew visits the Public Market 
and eats a traditional salmon dinner at 
Tillicum Village. 
 
Item no. : WH00941289 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: LAKE CHAMPLAIN 

& THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL 

- CRUISE ALONG NEW 

YORKS HUDSON RIVER 
A two-part journey along New Yorks 
Hudson River, through the Champlain 
Canal and into Lake Champlain, begins 
with the crew discovering the areas 
military and industrial past amid the beauty 
of the Adirondack and Green Mountains. 
 
Item no. : BN06041290 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: LAKE CHAMPLAIN 

& THE CHAMPLAIN CANAL 

- VERMONTS SHELBURNE 

AND LAKE CHAMPLAIN 

MARITIME MUSEUM 
Cruising on Lake Champlain (the Sixth 
Great Lake) the crew keeps an eye out for 
Champ, the legendary sea monster. Along 
the way there are tours of Vermonts 
Shelburne and Lake Champlain Maritime 
museums and charter fishing. 

 
Item no. : TB06111291 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: NEW ENGLAND 

ISLANDS - SMALL SHIP 

CRUISING: DISCOVER 

NANTUCKET; BLOCK 

ISLAND & NEWPORT 
The cruise continues with stops in 
Nantucket; Block Island with its Victorian 
hotels, lighthouses and Great Salt Pond; 
and Newport for spectacular fireworks and 
tours of Marble House and the 
International Tennis Hall of Fame. 
 
Item no. : WG00941292 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: NEW ENGLAND 

ISLANDS - SMALL SHIP 

CRUISING: EXPLORE 

CUTTYHUNK & MARTHAS 

VINEYARD 
Explore New England Islands aboard a 
small cruise ship. This trip features the 
untouched natural beauty of Cuttyhunk, 
the popular Marthas Vineyard, the oldest 
carousel in America and a shipyard 
building a classic wooden boat. 
 
Item no. : MH06041293 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: NEW YORK STATES 

FINGER LAKES - CAYUGA 

LAKE & ITHACA 
Featuring a landscape carved by ice age 
glaciers, the Finger Lakes region is one of 
Americas top destinations. The crew visits 
Cayuga Lake, stops in Ithaca, visits some 
of the regions parks and enjoys this 
world-class wine-producing region. 
 
Item no. : EE06111294 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: NEW YORK STATES 

FINGER LAKES - SENECA 

FALLS, WATKINS GLEN, 

CANANDAIGUA & 

SKANEATELES LAKE 
The Finger Lakes trip continues to the 
birthplace of womens rights, Seneca Falls; 
Watkins Glen for racing; and Canadaigua 
for a visit to Sonnenberg Gardens. Along 
the way there are flying boats, delicious 
pies and a tour on Skaneateles Lake. 
 
Item no. : FL00941295 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE CONCERT AT 

SACKETS HARBOR ON THE 

SHORES OF LAKE ONTARIO 

- FEATURING JONATHAN 

EDWARDS 
A special program featuring Jonathan 
Edwards performing a concert taped at 
Sackets Harbor, New York on the shores 
of Lake Ontario in New Yorks Thousand 
Islands region. 
 
Item no. : TR06041296 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE ERIE CANAL - 

BUFFALO TO LOCKPORT 
The Erie Canal is one of America's great 
waterways. In this program, New York 
State's Erie Canal, the world' most 
successful canal, is explored between 
Albany and Buffalo. Includes a history of 
the canal (opened in 1825), an exploration 
of Niagara Falls and the waterfronts of the 
Tonawandas, Lockport and Buffalo. 
 
Item no. : PC06111297 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
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EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE FLORIDA 

KEYS - ISLAMORADA TO 

KEY WEST 
A Florida Keys cruise concludes with a 
dolphin swim in Islamorada, a 
turtle-hospital tour in Marathon and a visit 
to Key West. Enjoy a Key Lime Pie Factory, 
Shipwreck Historeum, Hemingways home 
and a catamaran ride to the Dry Tortugas. 
 
Item no. : EA00941298 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE FLORIDA 

KEYS -MIAMI, THE 

EVERGLADES AND KEY 

LARGO 
The crew begins a trip from cosmopolitan 
Miami to laid-back Key West, Florida. 
Theres an Everglades airboat ride, 
spectacular South Beach art deco 
architecture, snorkeling, a ride on the 
Africa Queen in Key Largo and charter 
fishing in Islamorada. 
 
Item no. : HT06041299 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE GLORY OF 

THE OLD SOUTH - TOUR 

CHARLESTON & 

BEAUFORT 
A journey down the east coasts 
Intracoastal Waterway aboard the 
Nantucket Clipper begins with an 
architectural tour of Charleston and a visit 
to Fort Sumter then onto Beaufort, South 
Carolina. 
 
Item no. : WA06111300 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE MIGHTY 

MISSISSIPPI - DISCOVER 

MEMPHIS, GRACELAND & 

VICKSBURG 
Cruise down the Mississippi River aboard 
the Mississippi Queen from Memphis to 
New Orleans. The first leg of the journey 
includes attractions in Memphis and 
Vicksburg, including: Elvis Graceland, the 
National Civil Rights Museum, and 
Biedenharn Coca Cola Museum. 
 

Item no. : PP00941301 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE MIGHTY 

MISSISSIPPI - LAKE 

PONTCHARTRAIN TO THE 

BIG EASY 
Our Mississippi River cruise by paddle 
wheeler concludes with stops at two 
Louisiana plantations before winding up in 
New Orleans. Tour New Orleans' port and 
Lake Pontchartrain as well as the French 
Quarter. 
 
Item no. : FN06041302 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE MIGHTY 

MISSISSIPPI - NATCHEZ TO 

BATON ROUGE 
Cruise down the Mississippi River aboard 
the Mississippi Queen from Memphis to 
New Orleans. See antebellum homes and 
plantations in Natchez, Mississippi; the 
beautiful gardens of Rosedown in St. 
Francisville, Louisiana; and experience 
Cajun life and art deco architecture in 
Baton Rouge. 
 
Item no. : RW06111303 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE THOUSAND 

ISLANDS - US AND 

CANADIAN PORTS: NEW 

YORKS OSWEGO CANAL TO 

THE PORT OF OSWEGO 
Travel along New Yorks Oswego Canal to 
the Port of Oswego, gateway to the 1000 
Islands region. Then visit Sackets Harbor, 
an important naval center during the War 
of 1812 and finally, on to Kingston Ontario, 
Canada. 
 
Item no. : YR00941304 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

EXPLORE AMERICA BY 

WATER: THE THOUSAND 

ISLANDS - US AND 

CANADIAN PORTS: VISIT 

THE NEW YORK TOWNS OF 

CLAYTON AND 

OGDENSBURG 
Begin a cruise from Seattle, Washington to 
and around the San Juan Islands. Visit the 
Ballard Locks, the Wooden Boat 
Foundation in Port Townsend, and the 
gateway to the islands - LaConner. 
 
Item no. : YZ06041305 
Format : DVD 
Copyright : 2014 
Price : USD 70.00 
   
 
 

VISUAL ARTS AND 

DESIGN 
 

FASHION AND FAITH: 

MUSLIM STYLE 
A new breed of fashion designers is 
turning heads on the Australian catwalk 
catering to Muslim women eager for 
cutting edge designs better suited to our 
lifestyle and climate. 
 
For women in particular, dress is an 
integral part of Muslim life: it embodies a 
moral and behavioural code dating back to 
Islam's earliest days. Dress-codes vary 
from country to culture, but modesty 
remains the cornerstone. Now Australian 
Muslim designers, weary of black 
synthetic imports, are reinterpreting 
modest fashion with their own stylish, 
versatile and distinctive garments 
specifically tailored for Australia's lifestyle 
and climate. Compass follows several 
upcoming designers preparing for 
Ramadan, the busiest time on the Muslim 
calendar. 
 
Item no. : GZ07500033 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 28 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : AUD 118.00 
   
 
 

WEATHER & 

CLIMATE 
 

MILE WIDE TORNADO: 

OKLAHOMA DISASTER 
On May 20, 2013, an EF5 tornado touched 
down near Moore, Oklahoma. The 
massive twister leveled homes, schools, 
and hospitals as it carved out a seventeen 
mile-long path of destruction. After 
forty-five minutes of terror, much of the city 
was in ruins and twenty-four people lost 
their lives. This special program provides 
in-depth scientific analysis of the storm via 
on-the-ground footage, tornado-tracking 
CGI, and eye-witness accounts of one of 
the deadliest tornadoes in the last decade. 
 
Item no. : WC07983606 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 42 minutes 
Audience : Grades 6-12 
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Copyright : 2013 
StdBkNo : 9781618287571 
Price : USD 90.00 
   
 
 

WORKSITE 

HEALTH 

PROMOTION 
 

TRENDS AND 

OPPORTUNITIES IN 

WORKSITE HEALTH 

PROMOTION 
By Charlie Estey, Nico Pronk 
 
The worksite health and wellness market 
has grown exponentially over the past five 
years. In fact, over 80% of employers 
currently sponsor health and fitness 
programs, a trend which is expected to 
continue and become even more 
pronounced. Trends and Opportunities in 
Worksite Health Promotion details key 
strategies and practical tips to help 
health/fitness professionals leverage their 
skills at the worksite. The DVD also 
explains how these professionals can turn 
their knowledge of health, fitness, and 
injury prevention programming into a 
marketable business that can impact both 
employees and their family members. 
 
Among the topics covered:  
� What is driving change? 
� Shorter lives, poorer health 
� Some key trends–complexity 
� Some key trends–big data 
� Some key trends–connecting 

company and community 
� So what does this mean for me? 
� Worksite health/fitness opportunities 
� Opportunities in Worksite health 

promotion 
� Define your target segment 
� Why an exercise prescription? 
� Preparing yourself for the future 
 
Item no. : NH08501909 
Format : DVD 
Duration : 64 minutes 
Copyright : 2013 
Price : USD 99.00 
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ORDER FORM 

 

P.O. Number:   P.O. Date:   

 

Bill To  Deliver To (If Different) 

Institution   Institution  

Department   Department  

Address   Address  

     

Country   Country  

Phone No.   Phone No.  

Fax No.   Fax No.  

Email   Email  

Contact Name   Contact Name  

 
 

Order No. Title Quantity Unit Price Amount 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

*Applicable taxes and shipping & handling are extra. Total:  

 
 
Payment Method (*Please tick the appropriate boxes) 
 

� I enclose a cheque payment of $                             (Payable to Learning Rendezvous Ltd.) 
 

� I authorise you to debit my credit card the sum of $                         � Visa  � Master 
 
Card No.              /                /                /                Expiry          /         
 
Name on card:                                      Signature                                     
 

 
 
Approved & Authorized by:  
 
 
Name:            Signature:                 

User
Line

User
Line
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